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The Li-O2 electrochemical redox couple is one of the prime candidates for next 

generation energy storage.  Known for its impressive theoretical metric for specific energy, even 

current practically obtainable values are competitive with state of the art Li-ion intercalation 

chemistries and the achievable performance of batteries featuring this nascent technology will 

continue to improve as fundamental scientific challenges in each component of the device are 

addressed.  The positive electrode is particularly complicated by its role as a scaffold for oxygen 

reduction and evolution, exhibiting sluggish kinetics, poor chemical stability, and limited 

cyclability due to parasitic side reactions. Fortunately, recent Li-O2 research has shown some 

success in improving the performance and cyclability of these O2 cathodes by shifting toward 

nanostructured architectures with catalytic functionalizations.  

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is one of the most promising enabling technologies for 

fabricating these complex heterostructures. Offering precise control of film thickness, 



morphology, and mass loading with excellent conformality, this vapor-phase deposition 

technique is applied in this work to deposit thin film and particle morphologies of different 

catalyst chemistries on mesostructured carbon scaffolds. 

This thesis dissertation discusses: (1) development of a lab-scale infrastructure for 

assembly, electrochemical testing, and characterization of Li-O2 battery cathodes including a 

custom test cell and a state of the art integrated system for fabrication and characterization, (2) 

design, fabrication, testing, and post-mortem characterization of a unique 3D cathode 

architecture consisting of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes on an integrated nickel foam 

current collector, (3) atomic layer deposition of heterogeneous ruthenium-based catalysts on a 

multi-walled carbon nanotube sponge to produce a freestanding, binder-free, mesoporous Li-O2 

cathode with high capacity and long-term cyclability, (4) evaluation of dimethyl sulfoxide as an 

electrolyte solvent for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries, and (5) investigation of the relative 

importance of passivating intrinsic defects in carbon redox scaffolds vs. introduction of 

heterogeneous OER/ORR catalysts for improving the long-term stability and cyclability of these 

Li-O2 electrodes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation for Li-O2 Battery Research 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) projects that the world’s primary energy demand 

will increase by 37% by 2040.[1] The power sector represents over half of this increase in global 

primary energy use, a surge comparable to the current total energy demand in North America.[1] 

Fossil fuels play a vital role in the world energy landscape with coal and natural gas as the 

principal energy sources for power generation, and oil fueling the transportation infrastructure; 

however, there are major consequences of such a heavy dependence on the world’s finite carbon 

fuel reservoir. An uneven worldwide distribution of these fuels has led to significant geopolitical 

tension, and within the foreseeable future, fuel production will eventually be eclipsed by 

consumption, further intensifying the problem. Further cause for concern is the projected 

increase in CO2 emissions by 20% by 2040[1], which will set the world on a path toward long-

term global temperature increases and the associated but uncertain ramifications.  

The clear but challenging solution to this problem is the aggressive adoption of 

renewable sources of energy, including solar, hydro, wind, biomass, and geothermal. These 

renewable sources are unlimited and generally untapped means of energy generation with 

minimal pollution or global warming emissions. Renewable energy modes generally require 

completely different infrastructures for generating electricity and have been the focus of 

extensive research and development but have yet to realize widespread implementation due to 

limitations in geographic and temporal availability. These limitations bring into question the 

reliability of an electric grid that would draw a significant portion of its power from sources with 

variable generation, but these setbacks can be overcome by coupling renewable energy systems 

with appropriate energy storage schemes.  
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In terms of energy storage for electric grid applications, there are three classes based on 

the expected discharge duration: storage technologies for power quality applications with ~10 

min discharge time (flywheels, capacitors, superconducting magnetic energy storage), bridging 

power with discharge durations of ~1 hour (high power batteries), and energy management 

schemes with discharge times of several hours or more (Pumped hydro, compressed air, thermal 

energy storage, and high capacity batteries).[2] Batteries are a particularly adaptable energy 

storage scheme due to portability, scalability, and versatility in deliverable power and energy 

density based on the chemistry.  

Batteries will also play a major role in enabling a shift toward electrification of the 

transportation sector, further reducing dependence on geopolitically sensitive, emission-

producing fossil fuels and providing an environmentally friendly, lower cost alternative to 

combustion powered vehicles in the long term if coupled to clean, domestic sources of 

electricity.  

Indeed, commercially available battery technologies have already seen initial 

implementation (Pb-acid, Ni-Cd, Ni-MH, Li-ion, and Na-S) in grid storage and electric vehicles 

(Li-ion, Ni-MH, Pb-acid), but there are multiple chemistries still in the development phase that 

offer significantly enhanced theoretical performance ceilings, potentially paving the way for long 

term application. One of these most promising next generation battery technologies is the Li-O2 

battery.  

With a theoretical specific energy density of 3,458 Wh kg-1 and 4,170 Wh L-1, the Li-O2 

system stands at the pinnacle of a research shift toward high risk, high reward battery chemistries 

including high voltage Li-ion cathodes such as LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (LMRNMC), metal-

molecule electrochemical redox couples like Li-S, and other metal-air chemistries.[3] Figure 1 
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shows the projected practical energy density of 

multiple Li-O2 cell configurations as compared 

to the battery packs currently used in 

commercially available electric vehicles (e.g. 

Nissan Leaf, Tesla Model S), showing the 

possibility of a 5x improvement in specific 

energy (vehicle driving range). Table I[3] 

compares these calculated theoretical values to 

a variety of other battery technologies at 

different stages of developmental maturity and 

the relative promise this technology offers pending successful optimization is clear. 

Despite the excellent theoretical metrics previously mentioned, currently achievable 

practical values are significantly lower. In order for Li-O2 batteries to play an active role in the 

future energy storage landscape, a variety of technical issues in each component of the device 

(cathode, anode, separator, and electrolyte) must be addressed. A detailed study of the system 

presents even more challenges, including lackluster round-trip efficiency and poor cycling 

stability. Fortunately, this 

system has recently been the 

subject of significant 

research attention and the 

next section will take a look 

at its history, some of the 

recent advances, and outline 

Figure 1: Energy density projections of theoretical Li-O2 cell 

configurations as compared to current and future Li-ion 

systems.[115] 

Table I: Mass and volume-specific energy densities of battery technologies across a range 

of maturity[3] 

 

Gravimetric ED (Wh kg-1) Volume-Specific ED (Wh L-1) 

System Calculated Practical Calculated Practical 

Li/O2 3,458 ?* 6,170 ?* 

Li/S 2,566 350 4,260 350 

Zn/air 1,086 180 6,091 208 

C/LiCoO2 387 100 1,015 150 

M-H/NiOOH 180 63 

 

142 

Pb/PbO2 171 60.6 370 108 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of typical Li-O2 cycle profile. 
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the challenges addressed in the context of this dissertation. 

1.2 History and Fundamentals of Nonaqueous Li-O2 Batteries 

The Li-O2 battery concept was 

originally proposed by Littauer and Tsai in 

1974 with the use of an aqueous alkaline 

electrolyte.[4,5] A little over 20 years later, 

Abraham and Jiang discovered the 

nonaqueous lithium air battery while 

studying Li intercalation behavior of graphite in a Li/C cell with gel-polymer electrolyte.[6,7] By 

inadvertently introducing small amounts oxygen while sampling the gas phase headspace for IR 

studies, the resumed discharge behavior would briefly yield capacity at ~2.3V, as shown in 

Figure 2. They later used these preliminary results to build and patent[8] the first practical 

nonaqueous Li-O2 battery.[6] Due to significantly reduced theoretical metrics, major issues with 

anode stability and limitations in rechargeability with aqueous electrolytes, the non-aqueous 

system will be the focus of this work. 

The nonaqueous Li-O2 battery 

conventionally consists of a porous carbon 

positive electrode scaffold designed to 

promote oxygen diffusion and reduction, an 

organic Li-ion conducting electrolyte, and a 

pure lithium metal anode, as shown in Figure 

3.[9] During discharge, lithium metal is 

oxidized at the anode, generating an external 

Figure 2: Discharge profile of the Li/C pouch cell used in the IR 

gas sampling experiment.[6] 

Figure 3: Schematic of a Li-O2 battery during discharge 

showing O2 reduction at cathode and oxidation of lithium metal 

at the anode.[9] 
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electron current as the dissociated lithium ions flow through the electrolyte with the 

electrochemical potential gradient to the cathode. Upon meeting the cathode surface, the lithium 

is reduced with dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte, forming Li2O2 on the cathode surface in a 

process known as the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). During subsequent charging, this 

process is reversed, as Li2O2 is electrochemically dissociated to evolve oxygen gas and Li+, a 

process known as the oxygen evolution reaction (OER). Many non-idealities in these 

electrochemical processes at the positive electrode surface diminish the performance of this 

system, as outlined in the following section.  

1.3 Problem Statement 

1.3.1 Overpotential and Poor Round-Trip Efficiency 

 As introduced briefly in the previous section, the secondary, nonaqueous Li-O2 system is 

characterized by two net reactions shown in Scheme 1. The consensus from various studies[10–13] 

is that the oxygen reduction mechanism involves formation of O2
- as an intermediate, while the 

charge process occurs directly without requiring formation of an intermediate.[14] Figure 4 shows 

a practical cycle profile for a Li-O2 cell with a dashed line showing the standard potential for the 

discharge reaction, U0=2.96V vs. Li/Li+, as calculated by the Nernst equation. A characteristic 

𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆: 𝑶𝒙𝒚𝒈𝒆𝒏 𝑹𝒆𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑹𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏  𝑶𝑹𝑹 : 

𝑂2 + 𝑒− → 𝑂2
− 

𝑂2
− + 𝐿𝑖+ → 𝐿𝑖𝑂2 

2𝐿𝑖𝑂2 → 𝐿𝑖2𝑂2 + 𝑂2     

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 2𝐿𝑖+ + 𝑂2 + 2𝑒− → 𝐿𝑖2𝑂2  𝐸
° = 2.959𝑉 𝑣𝑠. 𝐿𝑖 𝐿𝑖+   

𝑪𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆: 𝑶𝒙𝒚𝒈𝒆𝒏 𝑬𝒗𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑹𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏  𝑶𝑬𝑹  

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝐿𝑖2𝑂2 → 2𝐿𝑖+ + 𝑂2 + 2𝑒− 

Scheme 1: Discharge (ORR) and charge (OER) processes in a Li-O2 battery 
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Figure 4: Schematic of a typical Li-O2 cycle profile.[106] 

drop (~250mV) in the operating voltage 

from the theoretical ORR value is 

observed in practical Li-O2 systems as a 

result of three experimental factors: 

Ohmic losses, activation polarization 

(charge transfer resistance), and 

concentration polarization (mass transfer 

resistance). The Ohmic losses are 

attributed to the electronic resistivities of 

the lithium and carbon electrodes, and the ionic resistivity of the nonaqueous electrolyte. Non-

idealities associated with activation polarization are kinetic bottlenecks related to charge transfer 

processes (oxidation and reduction) occurring at the surfaces of both electrodes. Finally, voltage 

loss associated with the concentration polarization occurs as a result of local reactant depletion 

over time, essentially starving the reactions. The effects of each of these limitations increase with 

current density, meaning that the power density of Li-O2 batteries hinges on addressing 

bottlenecks in generation and transport of active species. A significantly higher voltage is 

required to reverse this process, typically requiring EOER>4V vs. Li/Li+ before full capacity 

recovery. The area within the red curve is essentially wasted energy, and this behavior is a major 

barrier to commercialization. Thus, one of the key challenges to realizing a practical Li-O2 

system is finding a way to reduce cell overpotentials during discharge and charge (ηdis and ηchg, 

respectively). 
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1.3.2 Chemical Stability of Carbon Electrodes and Parasitic Side Reactions 

The most important characteristics of an O2 cathode scaffold are high surface area, good 

electronic conductivity, and chemical stability in the presence of the electrolyte, reaction 

intermediates, and products.  Carbon possesses many of these qualities, and its affordability and 

natural abundance make it an ideal material for commercialization. As a result, myriad variants 

of carbon (both allotropes and morphologies) have been tested as the positive electrode in Li-O2 

batteries. Several studies have examined the stability of these electrodes in operating cells and 

observed side reactions at the cathode as a result of carbon decomposition.[15–19] While carbon is 

chemically stable in static systems and electrochemically stable below 3.5 V vs. Li/Li+
 during 

discharge and charge, oxidative decomposition to lithium carbonate and carboxylates is observed 

upon charging above 3.5 V in the presence of Li2O2.
[19] The products of these side reactions are 

not completely oxidized during subsequent charging, leading to accumulation throughout cycling 

and associated electrode passivation and capacity fading. Interestingly, the extent and rate of 

carbon degradation is greater for hydrophilic carbon electrodes which is attributed to higher 

densities of C-O, COOH, and C-OH intrinsic surface defects.[19]  

1.4 Overview of Dissertation 

1.4.1 Objectives 

1. Develop and test atomic layer deposition chemistries for OER/ORR catalysis to 

reduce cell OER/ORR overpotentials, thus improving round trip energy efficiency. 

2. Experiment with electrochemically inactive ALD protection layers as a mode of 

defect passivation in carbon cathode substrates to deter parasitic side reactions and 

improve long term cycle stability. 
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3. Design cathode-catalyst architectures, enabled by ALD, that allow for performance 

optimization with optimal materials utilization. This focuses on the cooperation 

between cathode protection and catalysis, with an emphasis on attempting to reduce 

the required loading of noble metal catalysts, and/or improving loading efficiency per 

process.  

1.4.2 Outline and Description of Subprojects 

For organizational purposes, the following subprojects will be addressed in the coming chapters 

as outlined, below:  

Chapter 2:  Development of a lab-scale infrastructure for assembly, electrochemical 

testing and characterization of Li-O2 battery cathodes including a custom test cell and 

state of the art integrated system. 

Chapter 3: Design, fabrication, and testing of a unique 3D cathode architecture of 

vertically aligned carbon nanotubes on an integrated nickel foam current collector as a 

discovery platform for studying performance and degradation Li-O2 battery cathodes. 

Chapter 4: Assessment of the chemical and electrochemical stability of dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) as a suitable electrolyte solvent for Li-O2 battery research and 

development.  

Chapter 5: Creation of a Li-O2 cathode architecture that exhibits exceptional long 

term cycling stability via atomic layer deposition of ruthenium and ruthenium oxide 

heterogeneous catalysts on a multi-walled carbon nanotube sponge  

Chapter 6: Interplay between carbon defect passivation vs. heterogeneous catalysis as 

modes of improving operational stability of Li-O2 cathodes with atomic layer deposition. 
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Chapter 2: Establishing a Platform for Li-O2 Battery Research 

2.1 LAMP Fire and ANSlab Rebuild 

The first generation of our integrated 

vacuum system which was located in the lab 

for advanced materials processing (LAMP) 

in the J.M. Patterson building is shown in 

Figure 5. This system featured a Leybold-

Heraeus X-ray photoelectron spectrometer 

(XPS), which I assisted in refurbishing as an 

undergraduate, coupled to an aluminum 

evaporator and a FIJI F200 atomic layer 

deposition system with a manual rotary feedthrough vacuum chamber. After receiving the John 

and Maureen Hendricks Energy Research Fellowship to study Li-O2 batteries there was a brief 

period in early January 2012 when we considered adding a glove box to this system, but those 

plans were quickly postponed as a result of a lab fire. 

On Monday January 16th, 2012, a HEPA filter fan motor in the ceiling of our LAMP lab 

cleanroom failed, causing an electrical fire and ensuing smoke and water damage to all of our 

equipment inside, as shown in Figure 6. With damages exceeding $2.5 million and loss of all 

three atomic layer deposition systems, the probe station used for electrical characterization, the 

ellipsometer, the x-ray photoelectron spectrometer and a few other tools, research came to an 

abrupt halt. We had no choice but to rebuild the lab from the ground up.  

Figure 5: 1st generation integrated high vacuum system in lab for 

advanced materials processing (LAMP in J.M. Patterson 

building) 
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Figure 6: LAMP lab on the evening of the fire.  

We spent the next two years developing a 

new lab arrangement in a larger workspace in the 

Institute for Research in Electronics and Applied 

Physics (IREAP). We first researched and ordered 

new replacement equipment after comparing device 

specifications offered by different manufacturers. 

The subsequent lead time for equipment delivery 

was spent installing gas delivery lines, mapping out 

electrical needs for installation of new outlets, 

building an exhaust system and a water cooling 

infrastructure, and drawing potential floor plans.  

Design and assembly of this lab/system has been an invaluable and unique learning experience 

that was well worth the cost in research time. The equipment featured in this state of the art 

integrated characterization and processing facility (Figure 7) will be discussed in detail in the 

next section. 

Figure 7: Final floor plan for new ALD Nanostructures Laboratory (ANSLab) and picture of the new lab setup. 
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2.2 Integrated System: Equipment and Capabilities 

Working from left to right across the schematic in Figure 7, the first piece of equipment 

is the newer of the two Ultratech FIJI F200 atomic layer deposition (ALD) systems, and is 

known as “Luigi”. This system has been outfitted with a variety of chemistries (Al2O3, TiO2, 

TiN, MnOx, Pt, Cu, SnO2, etc.) and is the lab workhorse with a 12” sample chuck allowing for 

high throughput. “Luigi” offers the most versatility in terms of process types including thermal 

(T<500 °C), plasma-enhanced (remote inductively coupled 300W RF plasma generator), and 

ozone-based atomic layer deposition, and the platinum ALD referenced in this work was 

performed in this reactor. This ALD tool is directly coupled with a custom annex to a 7-glove 

Ar-filled MBraun Labmaster glovebox. This annex allows for both external sample loading and 

direct transfer from the glovebox (an important capability for post-growth characterization 

without air exposure).  The glovebox is customized with multiple 8” conflate port attachments 

for direct integration with other vacuum systems attachments. The first of these attachments is a 

chamber equipped with an effusion cell for thermal evaporation of lithium metal (and a quart 

crystal monitor for tracking deposition rate), providing a cleaner, thin film alternative to the 

lithium ribbon used in most battery experiments. A load-lock chamber mounted on the side 

conflat port connects the glovebox to the rest of the system and holds a custom carousel for 

sample storage and transfer. This is coupled to the replacement rotary feedthrough chamber, 

featuring Kurt J. Lesker Company’s radial telescopic transfer robot arm, which acts as the main 

transfer hub for the entire integrated system. Clockwise from top to bottom, the remaining 

attachments include a load-lock chamber, the refurbished Ultratech FIJI F200, and a new Kratos 

surface analysis system. The load-lock chamber is equipped with an aluminum effusion cell for 

thermal evaporation and a quartz crystal monitor for tracking deposition rate. The original FIJI 
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F200 has been dedicated to atomic layer deposition Li-containing thin films (Li2O, LiOH, 

Li2CO3, Li3PO4, and others). Both of these ALD systems are equipped with viewports for in-situ 

ellipsometry and downstream mass spectroscopy sampling which are extremely powerful tools 

for process development and in-situ growth characterization. 

The final component of the integrated system is its crowning jewel, the Kratos AXIS 

Ultra DLD surface analysis platform.  This spectrometer is outfitted for a variety of powerful 

techniques, including x-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/UPS), x-ray 

imaging and mapping, scanning Auger microscopy (SAM), and scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM). Additional components that are extremely useful include an Ar+/Coronene/He+ ion 

source for depth profiling and ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS), a monochromated Ag/Al XPS 

source, and a charge neutralization system for characterizing insulating materials. All of the XPS 

measurements discussed in this work were collected with this system. 

2.3 Lithium-Oxygen Test Cells 

Unlike conventional battery chemistries, lithium oxygen test cells require unique designs 

that allow for oxygen access to the cathode. Due to a previously established infrastructure for 

handling coin cells, we initially adopted specialized coin cells with a stainless steel mesh positive 

case for oxygen access, as shown in Figure 8. The size and nature of our electrodes resulted in 

cells that were frequently shorted, and the cases also caused irreversible damage to the electrode 

materials after crimping. These cells also required an externally sealed container (Figure 9) 

filled with O2 as the cell itself could not be sealed. All of these difficulties encouraged 

consideration of alternative options.  
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Figure 8: Specialized Li-O2 coin cell 

We then adopted a much more versatile and non-

destructive cell design based on those used by many of 

the leading Li-O2 research groups[20–22], as shown in 

Figure 10. This design is composed of two stainless steel 

current collectors separated by a polychlorotriflurorethylene (PCTFE) annulus. This material has 

much lower gas permeability and higher hardness than virgin polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), 

ensuring an uncontaminated system 

even during extended cycling studies 

.[20]  Virgin PTFE O-rings ensure 

gas-tight sealing at the annulus-

current collector interface. The 

bottom current collector has 

concentric insets for the lithium 

metal anode and wetted separators, 

respectively. The top current 

collector has a gas inlet and outlet 

ports with ball-valves for leak-proof 

Figure 9: 1st generation sealed O2 chamber with electrical feedthrough for 

Li-O2 coin cell testing.  

Figure 10: Schematic of cell design used by many of the leading lithium oxygen research groups which allows for non-destructive 

testing and characterization of battery components. 
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sealing after filling the cell with O2 for cycling or purging with Ar for reloading in the glovebox. 

Electrical contact is made internally with the top current collector by a mounted 316SS spring, as 

shown in Figure 10. After assembly of cell components, the cell is clamped externally by two 

polypropylene discs and six 2 ¾” socket head screws. 

This cell is extremely useful for studying Li-O2 batteries and a great match for our 

integrated system because of the ability to non-destructively disassemble the device at any point 

during electrochemical testing for characterization of cell components. If desired, the cell can 

then be reclosed following the measurement for further electrochemistry. It can also be 

functionalized for other purposes easily. Two of the modifications we have experimented with 

include in-situ sampling of the headspace for mass spectroscopy (performed in this dissertation 

as a failure diagnostic) and addition of an IR-transparent spinel-glass window in the bottom 

current collector for in-situ and in-operando vibrational spectroscopy. 

2.4 Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) 

Introduced as atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) in 1977 by Suntola and Antson as a method[23] 

of epitaxially growing thin film compounds, this technique evolved as precursors were 

developed for a variety of metals and metal oxides, ultimately adopting the name of atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) as applications progressed. ALD is a gas-phase deposition technique in which 

sequential pulses of vaporized precursors drive self-limited surface reactions. As a result of this 

mechanism, ALD offers Angstrom-level thickness control, tunable film composition as a 

function of process parameters, and remarkable conformality, particularly on high aspect ratio 

nanostructures.[24,25] These strengths in concert with a shift toward processing of complex 

nanoscale device architectures has driven the emergence of ALD in a variety of research 
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applications and is fueling development of commercial systems for batch and roll-to-roll 

processing.[26] 

These processes are generally performed under vacuum to keep the reactants and 

products mobile while maintaining a clean chamber environment, though some success with 

atmospheric pressure atomic layer deposition has been demonstrated.[25] Unlike chemical vapor 

deposition processes which generally require higher temperatures, the window for ALD 

processes is more modest (<350°C).[26] While ALD can be used to coat a variety of substrate 

materials, the commonly used precursor chemistries generally grow most effectively on oxide 

surfaces with hydroxyl terminations. A schematic of the idealized ALD process flow is shown in 

Figure 11. Initially, a substrate is loaded into the vacuum chamber and is heated to the respective 

process temperature. The process is initiated by a pulse of reactant A, which is typically an 

organometallic material containing the metal atom of the ultimately desired metal or metal oxide 

Figure 11: Schematic of an atomic layer deposition process starting with a pristine substrate and showing the process sequence for self-

limited growth of each monolayer of the compound. 
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film (designated as ML4 in Figure 11). This precursor is chemisorbed on the surface where it 

reacts with the surface termination (e.g. -OH), producing non-reactive byproducts (e.g. CH4) that 

are pumped away with inert gas flow during the subsequent purge step. In an ideal process, the 

precursor dose is saturated to the extent that the surface has a complete monolayer of reactant A 

chemisorbed to the surface after this pulse step. Following the first purge step, Reactant B, which 

is conventionally an oxidant (H2O, O2 plasma, O3), is pulsed and chemisorbed to the surface, 

again producing byproducts that are pumped away in the subsequent purge. Ideally after this 

second purge, a single, complete monolayer of the desired compound (MxOy) will coat the 

surface. This cycle process is further repeated, as needed, to achieve the desired film thickness. 

2.5 Electrochemical Testing 

Electrochemical characterization is the keystone of investigating performance of energy 

storage systems. For all of the testing performed in this work, two systems were used: a Biologic 

VSP and an Arbin BT2000 battery test station, as shown in Figure 12. All cyclic voltammetry 

and chronopotentiometry measurements performed in this project used the Biologic and the 

Arbin was generally used for long term cycling studies. A two electrode configuration was used 

for all measurements unless otherwise noted. 

a) b) 

Figure 12: The electrochemical workstations used for Li-O2 research. a) The BioLogic VSP potentiostat/galvanostat b) The Arbin 

BT2000 battery test station.  
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Chapter 3: Vertically Aligned Carbon Nanotubes on Ni Foam—A Cathode 

Discovery Platform for Li-O2 Battery Research 

3.1 Cathode Design Considerations 

With an infrastructure in place for Li-O2 research, the next step was to select or develop a 

cathode platform to start exploring the intricacies of Li-O2 battery performance and the 

enhancements that could be achieved with atomic layer deposition. Despite widespread use as 

the basis of porous cathodes for Li-O2 cells, issues with the stability of carbon and its known role 

in electrolyte decomposition brought into question whether it was an appropriate choice as the 

principal cathode material. Indeed, carbon exhibits many material properties that are favorable 

for an O2 cathode scaffold including good electronic conductivity,  high surface area, it is 

lightweight, shows some activity toward the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)[27,28], and exists in 

a  wide variety of architectures and morphologies. Other appealing factors for commercialization 

include its low cost, worldwide abundance, and processing flexibility. Thus, if the stability and 

electrolyte interaction of a carbon system was a manageable concern, it would be the ideal 

system for our studies. Fortunately, recent studies indicated that carbon materials that are 

hydrophobic with a low intrinsic density of functional groups (C-O, COOH, C-OH) and defects 

demonstrate healthy stability.[19,29] Thus, the candidate list was further narrowed to graphene, 

carbon nanotubes, and other sp2
 based carbon systems without requiring the use of a binder such 

as PVDF, which has been shown to participate in parasitic side reactions.[17] 

The carbon scaffold-current collector interface is another important consideration in these 

electrodes due to the fact that Li2O2, the expected reduction product in these batteries, is a wide 

bandgap insulator in bulk form.[30–33] This has major implications regarding the charge transfer 

resistance and associated interfacial voltage drop (further contributing to the overpotential in 
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these batteries) if the quality of the electrical contact is poor. This suggests efforts toward 

integration of the current collector with the active material will improve device performance. 

Based on the operating mechanism of Li-O2 batteries, which involves the three phase 

reaction of Li+, O2, and e- on the cathode scaffold in an aprotic environment, there are also 

important structural considerations that must be taken into account for optimal design 

performance of the positive electrode scaffold. Because Li2O2 is insoluble in nonaqueous 

electrolytes, it will accumulate according to the depth of discharge. Therefore energy 

performance enhancement of cathode materials is linked to maximizing the surface area and 

accommodating a substantial amount of Li2O2 without blocking the cathode pore orifices, which 

could ultimately reduce or completely compromise transport of Li+ and oxygen.[34] Maximizing 

energy density is thus clearly connected to efficient design of the cathode pore structure, as 

suggested by modeling of dual-pore systems featuring one pore system dedicated to product 

storage (mesopores-storage) and a second pore system (macropores-venting) for preserving 

active species transport.[34–37]  

3.2 Cathode Development 

With the previously mentioned design considerations in mind, we selected a nickel foam 

(MTI Corporation, see Figure 13) current collector as a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

Figure 13: 5/8” nickel foam disc as a growth substrate for CVD (left), low magnification SEM image of nickel foam structure (center), and 

TEM image of nickel foam surface morphology (right). 
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growth substrate for carbon with the intent of growing carbon nanotubes or graphene on this 

substrate. Discs with a diameter of 5/8” (based on our test cell geometry) were punched out of 

nickel foam, bath sonicated in acetone for 20 minutes, and baked in a vacuum oven at 120C for 8 

hours. The foam discs were then loaded into “Luigi”, our Ultratech FIJI F200 ALD system for a 

5nm thermal Al2O3 deposition process at 150°C. The purpose of this layer was to act as a CVD 

catalyst (Fe) diffusion barrier to prevent alloying with the Ni foam during the pre-growth 

ripening process. After ALD, a 7.5 angstrom Fe CVD catalyst layer was deposited in an AJA 

International Inc. ATC 1800V sputtering system. The sputtering process effectively penetrated 

the macroporous structure of the foam. With the CVD catalyst layer in place, the samples were 

weighed with a microbalance and then loaded into an Atomate Corp. low pressure chemical 

vapor deposition system for the acetylene-based carbon growth process. An outline of this 

process flow and a schematic of the resulting cathode structure after extensive process 

optimization are shown in Figure 14.   

Optimization of this process yielded a new 3D electrode architecture of densely packed 

mesoscale arrays of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VACNT) grown directly on nickel 

foam. This self-supporting, hierarchically porous system features a binder-free, integrated 

current collector electrode, without requiring delamination of the CNT from the growth 

Figure 14: Process flow for chemical vapor deposition of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes on nickel foam. 
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substrate. Myriad reports of VACNT syntheses by CVD on metal substrates such as stainless 

steel[38–40] and gold[41],[42] have been published in recent years; however, to the best of our 

knowledge there is no successful growth of VACNT by CVD directly on a Ni substrate. The 

challenge in growing directly on Ni is due to accelerated diffusion rates of the CVD catalysts 

into the Ni substrate as compared to Si and insulating substrates. To overcome a similar problem, 

recently, Teblum et al. grew carpets of VACNTs by introducing a conformal but relatively thin 

(5nm) Al2O3 underlayer on a planar copper substrate and suggested the use of these VACNT for 

Li-ion battery anodes.[43] This had been accomplished previously for a different application but 

required a thicker interlayer to achieve regular growth.[44] However, in both cases, the use of 2D 

metallic substrates inherently limits the area-normalized mass loading of the VACNT, requiring 

growth of dense carpets of long VACNT in order to approach practical loading of individually 

aligned nanotubes on the mesoscale. Additionally, the pressure associated with assembling these 

planar electrodes in practical devices can significantly change the mesoscale morphology, 

tortuosity, and porosity of the VACNT carpet, which has not been addressed in previous 

reports.[18,43]  

The nickel foam current collector is a robust, macroporous structural scaffold (80-110 

pores per inch, 95% porous) that minimizes deformation of the final freestanding electrode when 

closed in the test cell, maintaining less tortuous pathways for the active species. The open three 

dimensional structure of the foam promotes formation of VACNT domains, providing increased 

CNT sidewall exposure as compared to a 2-D substrate, and results in a hierarchical pore 

structure with uniform electrolyte and charge carrier accessibility into the VACNT carpet. 

Additionally, the growth of the VACNTs directly onto the Ni foam avoids the adverse impact of 

polymeric binders and the associated parasitic side reactions.[17]  While this electrode was 
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specifically designed for Li-O2 research, we believe this structure is applicable to a variety of 

electrochemical systems, and tested its performance and degradation mechanisms in two 

different systems as scaffolds for reduction of oxygen and sulfur in rechargeable Li-O2 and Li-S 

batteries. Characterization of the pristine structure in addition to electrochemical performance 

testing will be discussed in the next section. 

3.3 Characterization of Pristine Structure 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the hierarchical cathode structure of 

VACNTs on the nickel foam are shown in Figure 15. Distinct directional domains of VACNTs 

are visible, offering a large amount of sidewall and top surface area access for the 

electrochemically active species. This structure is highly porous and features a hierarchical 

Figure 15: SEM images of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes grown on nickel foam. These images illustrate the desired dual pore 

hierarchical structure with mesoporous voidspace between the VACNT and macropores preserved by the underlying Ni foam.  
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architecture. The nickel foam itself is macroporous, with an open structure of interconnected 

branches and void-space on the order of ~100um. The mesoscale array of micrometric domains 

of VACNT obtained is believed to be a product of the surface morphology of the underlying 

nickel foam (see Figure 13), and separated by distances of ~10um. Adsorption isotherm indicates 

mesoporosity according to density functional theory (DFT) modeling of pore sizes which is in 

good agreement with the SEM, and a BET surface area of ~300m2/g which matches the 

geometry of the CNTs (7-10 walls). The VACNT length is tunable by modifying the growth 

time, and the growth conditions (Table 2). VACNT 3D carpets with length of ~10um were used 

for the cathodes in the Li-O2 cathode experiments. No bare Ni was observed in the SEM, 

suggesting a dense, uniform coating of the Ni foam with the VACNTs. The growth of the 

VACNT was achieved throughout the entirety of Ni foam by two different methods of catalyst 

application, sputtering and electrodeposition, which allow 3D loading of the VACNT on the 

interconnected current collector.  Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction 

confirmed that the growth is indeed CNTs, as shown in Figure 16, and that they have multiple 

walls (~10 walls). 

XPS of the as-grown 3D cathode showed that the VACNTs were extremely clean 

(minimal amorphous carbon), conductive, and conformal on the nickel foam substrate. The 

Growth 
Temp 

Ripening Temp 
(C°) 

Growth 
Pressure 

(torr) 

Precursor Flow 
Rate (sccm) 

Ar Flow 
Rate 

(sccm) 

H2 Flow Rate 
(during growth) 

Post Growth 
Reduction? 

(H2 gas) 

Comment (length/form?) 

600 550 
(15 min to 550 

2 200 100 0 200 sccm H2 10 
mins 

Short patches of VACNT growth 

600 20 min to 550,  
5 min to 600 

12 300 100 0 200 sccm H2 10 
mins 

2 um long clusters of VACNT 

670 670  
(16 min ramp) 

12 200 120 0 None Continuous domains of VACNT 
 (~6.5um long) 

700 700  
(10 min ramp) 

12 200 120 0 None Larger discrete very dense domains of 
VACNT (10µm) 

750 750  
(16 min ramp) 

12 250 120 60 200 sccm Ar, no 
H2, 5 min @750 

Conformal VACNT with good sidewall 
exposure, 20um long 

750 750  
(16 min ramp) 

12 200 120 0 None Extremely dense continuous fields of 
VACNT  (3-5um) 

Table II: Growth parameters for low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) reactor during successful VACNT growth processes 

on nickel foam, as confirmed by SEM characterization. All growth substrates were nickel foam with 5nm Al2O3 underlayer and 7.5Å Fe, 
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survey spectrum (Figure 17) demonstrates the only elements present to be carbon and a small 

amount of oxygen. Quantification of the high-resolution C 1s (shown in Figure 18) and O 1s 

(not shown) peaks indicated the composition to be 99.2% C and 0.8% O. Most of the oxygen is 

believed to be chemisorbed species acquired during transfer from the CVD system to the XPS. 

Notably, no signal from either the Ni substrate or the Al2O3 interlayer could be observed, 

demonstrating the complete conformality of the VACNT growth process. Further, no signal from 

the iron CVD catalyst was observed suggesting a “base-growth” mechanism, as further 

supported by STEM images (Figure 16). The 

C 1s high resolution spectrum (Figure 18) 

was typical of highly crystalline pristine 

CNTs. The spectrum was well-fit with three 

components. The first is an asymmetric, 

narrow peak centered at 284.6 eV which is 

typical of sp2 hybridized carbon as is found in 

CNT walls. The peak at 285 eV corresponds 

to sp3 hybridized carbons associated with 

Figure 16: TEM and electron diffraction of the growth showing that the vertically aligned carbon structures are in fact, 

nanotubes with ~10 walls (left). STEM showing Fe CVD catalyst embedded in the base of the VACNT, suggesting a “base-

growth” mechanism. 

Figure 17: XPS Survey spectrum of the pristine cathode 

structure showing the only elements present are carbon and a 

small amount of oxygen.  
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disordered tube regions and small amounts of 

amorphous carbon. Presumably there is a very 

small peak associated with oxidized carbons in this 

region, but at a maximum of 0.8% of the total area 

it is unresolvable. The broad peak centered at 

289.8 eV is associated with the π-π* electronic 

transition found in highly conductive sp2 carbon 

structures. These peak locations are in excellent 

agreement with the literature[45], highlighting the fact that the CNTs are conductively coupled to 

the Ni foam even through an ultrathin insulating interlayer. If they were not, more significant 

charging and peak shifting might be expected. 

Characterization of the pristine electrode strongly suggests that this structure is an 

exciting and novel prospective cathode scaffold due to its dual-pore hierarchy, integrated current 

collector, and high mass loading and surface area of sp2-hybridized carbon. In the next section, 

performance results from electrochemical testing will be presented and discussed. 

3.4 Electrochemical Testing 

Electrochemical performance of the architecture as a Li-O2 cathode was tested in three 

different electrolyte-solvent systems (0.1M LiClO4 in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), diglyme 

(dimethyl ether), and glyme (dimethoxyethane (DME)). These were some of the first Li-O2 

measurements we performed and at this time there was no clear solvent choice, so we wanted to 

gauge performance metrics in a few of the different solvents commonly used in literature as a 

basis for future experiments. Figure 19a shows the cathodic peaks generated during sweeping 

voltammetry, indicating higher onset voltages for ORR (or discharge) in DMSO and DME. This 

Figure 18: High-res C 1s spectrum of the as-grown cathode. 
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result is mirrored in the galvanostatic discharge profiles at a rate of 20μA (10mAgc
-1) in Figure 

19b, showing superior performance (sustained discharge voltage) in DMSO and DME as 

compared to the diglyme-based electrolyte. This discharge corresponds to a high capacity of 

2,000mAhgc
-1. We also tested rate performance with chronoamperometry (Figure 19c) in a 

DMSO-based electrolyte at three different voltages for comparison with a similar cathode 

structure featuring delaminated VACNT pressed onto a stainless steel mesh current collector.[46] 

Our electrode architecture exhibited significantly higher discharge currents at the same potentials 

Figure 19: Electrochemical performance of the VACNT-Ni electrode architecture as a Li-O2 cathode with 0.1M LiClO4 in 

DMSO, DME, and Diglyme-based electrolytes. A) Cyclic voltammetry plot of the cathodic peak (indicative of ORR behavior) 

showing the most favorable onset potential for ORR in DMSO. B) Galvanostatic discharge at 20μA (cell current) showing 

superior discharge behavior in the DMSO-based electrolyte. C) Chronoamperometry measurements at different voltages in 

0.1M LiClO4 in DMSO. D) Galvanostatic discharge @20μA cell current of electrode structures with two different ALD 

interlayers. 
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vs. Li/Li+ (100 mAgc
-1 vs. 50 mAgc

-1 at 2.7V, and 300mAgc
-1 vs. 110 mAgc

-1 at 2.6V for our 

cathode and the delaminated VACNT electrode, respectively.[46] 

The observed differences in the discharge currents can be attributed to the hierarchically 

porous structure of our 3D cathode and the presence of an integrated current collector, providing 

improved electrical contact for the individual CNTs and a more homogenous current distribution 

over the entire conformally coated nickel foam scaffold. Despite significant carbon mass loading 

(~1.75 mg cm-2), we believe that not all of the carbon in our structure is electrochemically active. 

Carbon diffusion into Al2O3 thin films in the temperature range of the VACNT CVD growth 

process has been observed[47] and may explain the observed electronic conductivity of the Ni-Al-

2O3-VACNT ALD interlayer, which is ordinarily a standard dielectric. Additionally a significant 

fraction of the VACNT is most likely inaccessible because the nanotubes are multi-walled. Both 

of these factors suggest the energy density of the active carbon in the structure is significantly 

higher.  

In order to evaluate a possible voltage drop caused by the thin Al2O3 interlayer between 

the Ni and VACNT, we grew a cathode with the same structure, but changed the interlayer to 

conductive 25nm TiN layer deposited by ALD.[48] The galvanostatic discharge profile 

comparison between the 3D cathode with Al2O3 interlayer and the 3D cathode with TiN 

interlayer is presented in Figure 19d. A similar initial ORR potential was observed, independent 

of the conductivity of the interlayer, suggesting the thin Al2O3 layer does not impede the 

electrical connection between the Ni and VACNT. The more stable discharge voltage plateau of 

the cathodes with the Al2O3 interlayer as compared to a TiN interlayer, as shown in Figure 19d, 

was unexpected, but could be related to the relative stability of the interlayers in the presence of 

oxygen radicals which induce oxidation of the TiN layer during a long discharge process[49] and 
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would result in an increased interfacial resistance, leading to declined performance and discharge 

potential. Due to inferior performance, known difficulties in reproducibility with TiN growth 

layers[50], and demonstration of no negative effect of the Al2O3 interlayer on the ORR potential, 

we decided to use ALD Al2O3 as the growth interlayer. 

The cathode performance over extended galvanostatic cycling was also tested in DMSO 

and tetraglyme (tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME)). Figure 20 shows the cycle 

profile performance comparison, with DMSO exhibiting slightly better behavior, as indicated by 

the consistently higher discharge voltage and 

cyclability exceeding the TEGDME cell. A 

comparison of select cycle profiles from the 

DMSO cell cycling is shown in Figure 21. 

Aside from the first cycle which shows 

slightly enhanced charging behavior, the 

OER/ORR profiles are stable. These results 

are extremely competitive for a pure carbon 

Figure 20: Galvanostatic cycle profile comparison of VACNT-Ni foam electrode architecture operated in Li-O2 cells with two 

different electrolytes. The DMSO shows slightly better performance, reaching the 22nd discharge without failure and maintaining a 

consistently higher discharge voltage (~2.75V for DMSO vs. 2.65V for TEGDME) 

Figure 21: Comparison of select cycle profiles from the DMSO-

cell in Figure 20. 
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system without a catalyst, and the cycle stability is attributed to the sp2 hybridized carbon.[19,29] 

3.5 Characterization of Cycled Cathodes 

Characterization of the electrodes after cycling yielded significant insights regarding the 

performance strengths and limitations of the electrode architecture. SEM and TEM imaging of 

the cathodes was performed to characterize the morphology of the reduction products. Figure 22 

shows images of the cathode after a single galvanostatic discharge @20µA cell current to 2V. In 

Figure 22a, it is clear the underlying structure of the VACNT forest is maintained; however, the 

CNTs are not exposed and the mesopores appear to be heavily saturated with the discharge 

products. These images emphasize the strength of hierarchical porosity and indicate that the 

reaction was not limited by a deficiency of active species throughout the discharge reaction, even 

to extreme depths of discharge. The reduction products appear to have a spherical morphology, 
a) b) 

a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 22: SEM (a,b) and TEM (c,d) images of a cathode galvanostatically discharged to 2V vs. Li/Li+ 
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which is consistent with previous literature on Li2O2.
[18,19,28,34,46]  

XPS analysis of the discharged cathode was completed in-situ via direct transfer from the 

glovebox through a UHV system as presented in Figure S4. The cathode was never exposed to 

air or any measurable source of moisture. The survey spectrum (Figure 3) indicated the presence 

of C, O, Li, and Cl, as well as trace amounts of N, Si, and S. Again, there was no indication of Ni 

(or Al from the ALD interlayer), indicating that the ALD could be preventing dissolution of the 

current collector into the electrolyte and that the nanotube coating is still both dense and 

conformal. The high resolution spectra were calibrated relative to the primary carbon peak at 

Figure 23: XPS spectra of discharged cathode including survey scan (a) and high resolution scans of (b)O 1s,(c) Li 1s, and(d) C 

1s peaks. 
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284.8 eV (a blend of the positions of sp2 and sp3 carbons). The identity of the majority of the 

surface film is a combination of lithium salt from evaporated electrolyte and Li2O2 as the 

primary discharge product with possibly some LiOH and Li2O, as confirmed by both peak 

positions and atomic quantification. The only other discharge products identified include a small 

amount of oxidation of the VACNTs themselves, as well as some carboxylates likely generated 

from atmospheric hydrocarbon contamination before cell closure. The absence of a significant 

quantity of carbonates is a decent indicator of stability with respect to the cathode-electrolyte 

interface.[19]  

SEM imaging of the cathodes after the first charge (Figure 24) show that a significant 

amount of the discharge products are evolved. Despite the slight collapse of the tube forest 

domains, the cathode structure is generally preserved after a single charge cycle. Imaging of 

cathodes after extended cycling and performance decline begins to shed light on degradation in 

these structures. As shown in Figure 25, delamination of the VACNT from the Ni foam current 

collector surface appears to be a common failure mechanism for systems operated both in 

TEGDME and DMSO-based electrolytes. These sections of the cathode can no longer participate 

in OER/ORR, thus resulting in a significant loss of capacity and increases in cell overpotential 

           40µm            20µm 

Figure 24: SEM images of VACNT-Ni cathode after 1st charge. The VACNT tube forests are slightly collapsed but remain intact 

and a significant amount of the reduction products have been evolved.  
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due to amplified current density in the intact portions of the structure. Because this mechanism is 

observed in cathodes cycled in two different electrolyte systems, it is less likely to be related to a 

specific electrolyte chemistry stability problem, but elucidating the specific cause of this 

mechanism will be discussed more in the next section. 

Figure 25: VACNT cathode after extended cycling showing delamination of the VACNT from the current collector. This 

mechanism is suspected to be the cause of the observed performance decline in capacity and discharge voltage. Images a-d are 

of the cathode cycled in DMSO with e and f showing a similar degradation mode for a cathode cycled in TEGDME-based 

electrolyte. 
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3.6 Degradation Mechanism 

Due the nature of the failure, our investigation of the degradation mechanism began by 

considering the interfaces present in the structure, as shown in Figure 26. As shown in the 

schematic, there are three main interfaces that could be the cause of failure (Ni-Al2O3, Al2O3-Fe, 

and Fe-C). Atomic layer deposition of Al2O3 on a native metal oxide is expected to form a very 

stable interface that would be inherently resistant to oxidation or decomposition, and as such, this 

conformal layer/interface was not expected to be the cause of delamination. STEM of the grown 

VACNT (Figure 16) shows that the Fe layer is incorporated in to the base of the carbon as a 

result of the growth mechanism, meaning that the only other effective interface remaining is 

carbon-Al2O3. Both XPS and EDS characterization of residual surface after delamination of the 

VACNT (see the dark, textured subsurface in Figures 26c and 26f) indicate that this surface is 

purely carbon, with no signal from the underlying Ni foam. Thus, rather than failure at the C-

Al2O3 interface, these observations suggest that the break point is somewhere in the carbon 

growth itself. After some searching in the literature, we discovered a logical mechanism had 

already been discovered and put to use for a different purpose—VACNT release and transfer. 

Figure 26: Schematic showing the interfaces in the VACNT-Ni cathode architecture as a roadmap for identifying potential 

failure mechanisms.  
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Experts in chemical vapor deposition 

of carbon had discovered that weakly 

oxidative environments could be used 

for delamination of VACNT from the 

growth substrate for applications 

requiring transfer.[51,52] This 

mechanism is possible due to 

difference in chemical stability of the 

CNT root from the rest of the nanotube. Compared with well-crystallized graphite layers in the 

main tube body, the root contains a higher density of amorphous carbon, turbostratic carbon, and 

carbon in contact with metallic catalyst particles (high electron density), all of which are more 

susceptible to oxidation (Figure 27).[53–55] Thus, throughout Li-O2 battery operation, the 

presence of highly oxidative intermediates and products gradually weakens the carbon nanotube 

roots until mechanical stress from the peroxide formation and evolution of trapped O2 are enough 

to completely delaminate the tubes from the surface of the current collector. 

This type of failure presents a new mechanism for degradation of mesoscale Li-O2 

positive electrode architectures. Despite the enhanced power capabilities and robust structure 

offered by an integrated current collector, susceptibility of the carbon growth at the interface to 

the presence of aggressively oxidative species strongly discourages the application of these 

structures to this specific advanced battery technology. In an effort to confirm the mechanism, 

we also tested the electrode architecture as a scaffold for the reduction of sulfur in another next-

generation battery technology, the Li-S battery. The Li-S cathodes were synthesized via 

impregnation of Li2S6 solution made in DME into the VACNT cathode with a sulfur loading of 

Figure 27: Schematic outlining the mechanism for degradation of the CNT 

base that eventually leads to complete fracture and delamination of the 

tubes from the current collector. The higher concentration of defects and 

sp3 hybridized carbon at the interface are more susceptible to oxidation by 

Li-O2 intermediates and products. 
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1.25mg cm-2. The electrolyte 

used for these tests was 0.3M 

LiTFSI with 2%LiNO3 in 

DOL:DME.  

As a scaffold for 

polysulfide redox reactions in a 

Li-S battery, this 3D electrode 

yielded promising cycling 

stability (Figure 28) at high 

rates (250mAg-1
S and 375mAg-

1
S) without exhibiting a similar degradation mechanism, suggesting that contact between the 

CNT and integrated current collector is sensitive to intermediates and products associated with 

oxygen reduction and evolution, but stable toward sulfur reduction. The gradual loss of capacity 

while cycling at high rates can be associated with loss of sulfur to insoluble, inactive short chain 

polysulfides.[14,56] SEM imaging of the cathode after cycling shows that the VACNT are well 

preserved under a thin solid electrolyte 

interfacial layer (SEI).  

While Li-S batteries are not the focus 

of this dissertation, the excellent performance 

of this electrode architecture as a Li-S 

cathode reveals the utility of mesoscale, 

hierarchical architectures with an integrated 

current collector for a variety of energy 

Figure 28: Galvanostatic cycling performance of VACNT-Ni Li-S cell cycled at two 

different rates (250mAg-1
S and 375mAg-1

S) 

Figure 29: SEM of VACNT-Ni cathode after 150 cycles as a Li-S 

cathode. The VACNT are still in contact with the nickel foam 

under a thin solid electrolyte interface layer. 
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storage applications. It is also clear that electrode design for Li-O2 battery applications requires 

even more stringent considerations for chemical/electrochemical stability.  

3.7 Conclusions 

In summary, we successfully conceived, developed, and tested a novel 3D, hierarchically 

porous, freestanding Li-O2 electrode architecture. The electrode performed well as a high 

capacity, Li-O2 cathode scaffold for oxygen reduction and the integrated current collector 

yielded significant enhancements in rate performance as compared to previously published 

structures in which VACNT were delaminated from the growth substrate. Long term cycling 

studies revealed a new failure mechanism associated with oxidation of the tube base, resulting in 

delamination of the CNT from the Ni foam and corresponding losses in capacity and increases in 

overpotential. This work contributes new understanding regarding the growth of VACNT 

directly on metal (and specifically Ni) substrates with the use of a thin ALD interlayer, and 

reveals important implications regarding the use of mesoscale architectures for next generation 

battery applications.  

Chapter 4: Realization of Rechargeable Li-O2 Cathodes with Catalysts 

Deposited via Atomic Layer Deposition 

4.1 Introduction 

Having developed a lab scale infrastructure for Li-O2 research and learned the basics of 

Li-O2 battery chemistry and its associated components with the VACNT-based electrode 

architecture, the next project was to incorporate catalysis as a mode of realizing a stable, 

rechargeable Li-O2 battery.  While considerable research efforts have been dedicated to the 

exploration of OER/ORR catalysts for Li-O2 batteries[6,22,34,57–62], the promise of atomic layer 

deposition as a mode of conformally functionalizing complex architectures with catalysts of 
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different chemistries and morphologies is just beginning to be realized. This is confirmed by a 

literature search, revealing a handful of works using ALD-deposited heterogenous catalysts for 

general OER/ORR studies[63–67] and only two specifically dedicated to Li-O2 batteries.[68,69]   

Based on our previous success with carbon nanotubes as a cathode material and new 

insight regarding the cause of degradation of the VACNT structure, a multi-walled carbon 

nanotube sponge (MWCNT) was the selected cathode substrate for these catalyst studies. Made 

available by a collaboration with Dr. Liangbing Hu’s group in Materials Science and 

Engineering (MSE), the unique properties of this sponge material include high electronic 

conductivity, large surface area with mesoporosity, good chemical stability, and low intrinsic 

defect density which has been shown to greatly improve stability of carbon-based cathodes.[29] 

Three-dimensional networks of carbon nanotubes exhibit considerable promise as mesoporous 

O2 electrodes[70] as a result of an open structure with high surface area that is conducive to 

reduction product storage and diffusion of active species, particularly at significant depths of 

discharge. This MWCNT sponge has the added advantages of a freestanding structure, further 

improving cell stability by avoiding the use of a binder[71] and offering extensive versatility as a 

scalable substrate platform for both practical and fundamental Li-O2 studies. The sponge is 

fabricated in bulk samples with a ferrocene-based spray-catalyst chemical vapor deposition 

process described elsewhere.[72]  

With a new cathode platform and a variety of ALD precursor chemistries, we began 

fabricating cathode architectures functionalized with different catalyst chemistries. For substrate 

surface chemistries that are chemically inert with respect to the precursor ligand chemistry, such 

as the sp2 hybridized carbon in the MWCNTs, deposition will only be nucleated at defect sites, 

resulting in island growth as described by the Volmer-Weber growth mechanism.[25] Thus, ALD 
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offers tremendous control for fabricating highly dispersed, heterogenous catalyst nanostructures 

with excellent control over mass loading and morphology. We used these strengths of atomic 

layer deposition to functionalize sponge cathodes with a variety of chemistries (Ru, RuO2, Pt, 

MnO, Ru+Pt, ZnO, and TiO2).  

Due to the high capacity of Li-O2 batteries, conventional cycle durations are significantly 

longer than almost any other electrochemical energy storage platform, so a quick diagnostic for 

gauging OER/ORR activity was critical to preserve resources (cells, channels, and time) for the 

most promising chemistries.   Cyclic voltammetry is the most versatile electroanalytical method 

in this regard. By sweeping the potential of the working electrode (positive electrode in Li-O2 

cell) vs. a reference (the Li metal anode, also the counter electrode in this case) in a triangular 

waveform between upper and lower potential limits, the measured current reflects potential 

windows for electrochemical activity. The obtained voltammogram displays the current 

(response signal) vs. potential (excitation signal). The potential scan rate is an extremely useful 

input for discerning kinetics of different electrochemical processes, but is generally kept constant 

at 0.50mV s-1 in this work since we 

are interested in gauging OER/ORR 

activity of similar structures. A 

composite voltammogram of the 

sponges with different catalysts is 

shown in Figure 30. The important 

aspects of these plots are the onset 

potentials for OER/ORR 

(thermodynamic values) and the 
Figure 30: CV of MWCNT sponges loaded with ALD catalysts to probe 

OER/ORR activity.  
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magnitude of the current which can be roughly correlated to the activity of the catalyst (value is 

highly dependent on the mass loading and surface area of the catalyst). The cathodic peak, which 

is manifested during potential sweeps below and away from the thermodynamic reaction 

potential (Uo=2.96V) corresponds to the discharge reaction (ORR) and the catalysts performed 

accordingly (ORRonset : Pt/Ru>Ru>RuO2>Pristine Sponge> Pt>MnO). The anodic peak, which is 

indicative of the OER reaction during charge, is manifested during potential sweeps above and 

away from Uo, and the catalysts performed accordingly (OERonset: Ru<Pt/Ru<RuO2<Pt<Pristine 

Sponge<MnO). Based on the promising OER/ORR behavior of the Ru-based electrocatalysts, we 

proceeded with a further investigation of this system. 

Ru-based catalyst systems deposited via wet chemical methods have been investigated in 

recent works for Li-O2 batteries.[73–75] Unfortunately, the reported cells were tested over a large 

parameter space (e.g. carbon mass loading, different carbon types, O2 pressure/volume, catalyst 

loading amount and morphology, electrolyte, etc.), making a performance comparison of the 

different reported Ru-based catalysts extremely difficult. Furthermore, the cycling conditions are 

not always adequately reported, thus complicating any effective comparison of cell current or 

true cycle duration.[76] By studying comparable systems using the same electrochemical test 

platform with clearly outlined process parameters, we are able to draw an effective assessment 

between cathode substrates selectively functionalized with Ru or RuO2 nanoparticle catalysts via 

atomic layer deposition, as outlined in the next section. 

4.2 Synthesis and Characterization of Pristine Ru-based Cathodes 

Synthesis of the sponge/catalyst composites was performed with an ALD process 

previously developed by our group[77,78] for deposition of Ru or RuO2 depending on the oxygen 

dose in the deposition process. ALD presents a distinct advantage over the wet chemical methods 
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used for Ru/RuO2 decoration in previous works because surface reactions will be more 

energetically favorable on defect sites in the sp2 hybridized carbon.[79,80] Because these defect 

sites and the oxygenated functional groups associated with them are active sites for superoxide 

radical attacks to form carbonates[29], the ALD growth simultaneously augments cathode stability 

by selectively passivating defects in the MWCNT substrate while decorating the sponge with the 

Ru-based catalyst for enhanced ORR/OER activity. Chemically binding the catalyst to the 

substrate during atomic layer deposition may also improve long-term durability as compared to 

other Ru/RuO2 decoration methods which have shown tendencies toward catalyst particle 

aggregation during cycling.[81] Additionally, the excellent thickness control granted by ALD 

allows for decoration of the cathode substrate while preserving the mesoporous structure of the 

Figure 31: SEM (a) and TEM(c) of the pristine MWCNT sponge cathode shown in (b). TEM images of the sponge after 300 cycles of 

Ru (d) and RuO2 (e) ALD.  
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sponge.  

 SEM and TEM images of the pristine sponge, as shown in Figure 31a/c, confirm the 

mesoporous structure and show that the individual carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have an average 

diameter of ~30nm with 10-20 walls. The macroscale stability and freestanding nature of the 

sponge is demonstrated in Figure 31b, as a cathode is held between tweezers near a U.S. dime for 

size comparison. The inherently low defect density on the surface of the CNTs results in growth 

characteristic of ALD nucleation, as shown in Figure 31d/e, in which MWCNTs are decorated 

with discrete nanoparticles of ruthenium or ruthenium oxide after 300 cycles of the respective 

ALD growth process, while the open network of the sponge is preserved. The self-limiting nature 

of the ALD process enables controlled nucleation of the catalyst particles on the CNT with 

morphology/size loosely dictated  by the number of process cycles.  

XPS characterization of the pristine MWCNT before and after the 300-cycle Ru and 

RuO2 ALD processes are shown in Figure 32. The sharp C 1s peak of the pristine sponge, shown 

in Figure 32a, is characteristic of the sp2 hybridized carbon in CNTs and shows signs of very 

mild oxidation and/or adsorbed oxygen with some amorphous carbon, consistent with the low 

density of surface defects that enable nucleation growth of ALD catalyst. After ALD, XPS 

Figure 32: High resolution XPS spectra of the C 1s/ Ru 3d region of the a) pristine, b) RuO2 functionalized, and c) Ru functionalized 

MWCNT foam. Red open circles indicate raw data, and blue lines show the fitted envelope. The spectra are normalized to the same 

arbitrary intensity. The spectrum in (a) is typical of high quality carbon nanotubes. The spectra in (b) and (c) are dominated by 

signal from the Ru 3d orbital, as its photoelectron cross section is over 15 times larger than that of the C 1s. (b) supports the 

deposition of nearly pure RuO2, while (c) shows the deposition of metallic Ru which is covered by a thin native oxide. The “Ru4+ 

sat.” peak refers to a conduction band screening final state effect commonly observed in conductive ruthenium oxides.[116] 
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indicates the presence of metallic Ru and a thin native oxidized surface layer consistent with 

RuO2 in Figure 2b. The spectrum in Figure 2c for the RuO2 ALD process is consistent with bulk 

RuO2. TEM characterization of these growth processes indicates that the mesoscale morphology 

of the cathode is preserved, maintaining access for transport of active species while 

functionalizing the sponge with controlled catalyst chemistries, enabling a direct performance 

comparison.   

4.3 Electrochemical Characterization 

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) response of the bare sponge and the decorated MWCNT 

cathodes are presented in Figure 33. For the pristine MWCNT the first cycle is plotted since 

after this cycle the onset of OER was shifted to significantly higher potential, possibly due to 

oxidation of the cathode surface.[14,19,29,76] The CV responses of the decorated cathodes were 

stable for all of the 10 recorded cycles, and the fourth cycle of each measurement is plotted in 

Figure 33a. As obtained, the onset potentials for ORR are higher for the catalyst-loaded 

cathodes, suggesting enhanced activity which agrees well with the report on catalytic trends for 

Figure 33: A) Cyclic voltammetry of bare MWCNT sponge (1st cycle shown) and sponges loaded with 300cyc ALD Ru and 300cyc 

ALD RuO2 (fourth CV cycles shown). The scan rate is 0.5mVs-1. B) Comparison of first galvanostatic charge/discharge profile with a 

20µA total cell current for sponges loaded with catalyst. Despite little difference in ORR behavior, Ru exhibits significantly lower 

charge voltage for full capacity recovery. 
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ORR.[61] In particular, the Ru-decorated cathode demonstrates superior ORR activity, shifting the 

onset potential for oxygen reduction from ~2.8V to >2.85V. The more prominent improvement 

in activity is observed during the oxygen evolution reaction, with significant increases in current 

obtained at much lower onset potential as compared to the pristine MWCNT, approaching the 

theoretical value for the OER of Li2O2 (3.1V vs. Li/Li+) at low scan rates. The Ru decorated 

cathode demonstrated higher reversibility than the RuO2, by recovering the charge gained during 

the cathodic scan at lower potentials in the anodic scan. Despite the enhanced OER activity 

exhibited by both catalyst systems, Figure 33b shows the significant decrease in charge 

overpotential (~0.3V lower compared to RuO2) after the first discharge exhibited by the 

MWCNT/Ru cathode. 

We tested the galvanostatic cycling stability of our MWCNT@ALD-Ru cathode with 

round trip cycle duration of 180 minutes (90 per discharge) and a current density of 200mAgc
-1. 

As indicated by the stable cycle profile overlay in Figure 34C, the cathode was able to deliver 

the discharge capacity for 300 cycles under these conditions (Figure 34d). The stability of this 

voltage profile and the extremely long cycle life is even more remarkable considering our cell is 

a full Li-O2 cell, with a Li metal anode, whereas a similar cathode stability study used a more 

stable electrode material as the counter electrode (Li source).[82] 

While the previous experiment confirmed the stability of our cathodes under high current 

densities and relatively short round-trip durations, a recent investigation suggested that the 

absolute exposure time of the Li2O2 discharge product to DMSO is crucial factor in the 

evaluation of the chemical stability of the deposited peroxides on the surface of the MWCNT.[83] 

The implication is that while many works perform cycling studies with a short individual cycle 

time to probe the performance of their system, cycling studies with longer individual cycle 
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durations are necessary to gauge the chemical stability of the cell components during extended 

operation. To test this, we also cycled our Li-O2 cell for longer cycle durations (see 34a/b) to 

address the chemical instability of the system under extended exposure of the solvent and 

cathode to Li2O2 and O2
-. The round-trip cycle duration was 64 hours (32 hour discharge) and 

full recovery of the capacity was obtained at voltages below 4V for more than 20 consecutive 

cycles. To our knowledge, this is one of the longest individual cycle durations used in a  study of 

Figure 34: Galvanostatic cycle performance of MWCNT@Ru cathode. A) Overlay of select cycle profiles under capacity and voltage 

limited conditions (2,130 mAh g-1
carbon with a current of 70mA g-1

carbon). Profile shows stable cycling until failure during the 25th 

discharge due to voltage limitation. B) Reclosing the cathode in a new cell resulted in recovery of the cycle profile after the 25th 

charge, as shown on the right, for up to 40 cycles. C) Cycle profile overlay for cathode cycled at higher current density. D)  

Discharge capacity for cathode cycled in C is maintained for over 300 cycles. 
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a reversible Li-O2 cathode.  

This extended duration cycling stability was tested galvanostatically with currents of 70-

150 mAg-1
carbon with fixed discharge capacities of 2,100-2,500 mAhg-1

carbon  (>2mAh/cm2 and 

580-1,000mAhg-1
electrode) which is a significant fraction (~25%) of the total cathode capacity at 

these rates. The pristine MWCNT cathode demonstrated limited stability, unable to cycle with a 

total cell current of 20𝜇A with 0.1M LiTFSI/DMSO reproducibly for more than 10 cycles before 

irreversibly exceeding the cycling voltage window (2-4.0V). However, under similar conditions 

(specifically: 2,130 mAhg-1
carbon , 588 mAhg-1

electrode , 2 mAhcm-2
electrode capacity at a rate of 70 

mAg-1
carbon)  the Ru-decorated cathode demonstrated a healthy cycle profile for more than 24 

cycles until the voltage of the discharge exceeded the 2V lower limit without reaching the 

capacity limit. Mass spectroscopy is frequently used as a mode of tracking formation and 

evolution of Li2CO3 as a 

result of parasitic side 

reactions in Li-O2 

cells[15,19,84] which have 

been shown to evolve CO2 

(g) during charge. Prior to 

failure, the cell showed no 

early signs of performance 

degradation, so we 

collected a mass spectrum 

of the cell headspace after 

the prolonged cycling, as 
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Figure 35: Mass spectroscopy headspace sampling of MWCNT/Ru cell after 25th 

discharge (premature cell failure requiring anode replacement). The primary 

component is O2 and there are barely detectable levels of CO2 which in previous 

works has been used to indicate Li2CO3 the presence on the cathode as a result of 

parasitic side reactions.[15] The lack of a clear reason for failure encouraged us to 

replace the anode and resume testing. 
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shown in Figure 35, in an attempt to probe the cause of cell failure. Remarkably, oxygen was 

still the dominant gaseous species in the cell and negligible amounts of CO2 or H2O were 

detected. The cell was then reopened inside the glove box and only the anode was replaced. 

Surprisingly, after reclosing the cell and continuing the galvanostatic cycling program, the 

cathode showed full recovery of the voltage profile and continued cycling with the same healthy 

voltage profile observed before cell failure, as shown in Figure 34b. The consistency of the 

voltage profile before and after anode replacement strongly suggests similar surface 

chemistry/electrochemistry. Similar behavior was also demonstrated with the previously 

discussed cathode cycled to a lower capacity at higher currents from Figure 34c/d. After closing 

the previously cycled cathode in a new cell without air exposure, the voltage profile showed 

recovery and the cathode recovered cycling under the same conditions of Figure 34a. These 

results, when taken together, strongly suggest that in our cells the limiting factor for cell lifetime 

is the anode/electrolyte interface and not the cathode. 

4.4 Stable Non-Li2O2 Interfacial Layer 

After another prolonged cycling period to more than 40 total cycles without additional 

signs of failure, we reopened the cell cycled over extended durations inside the glove box and 

loaded it via high vacuum transfer directly to the XPS using our integrated system. Semi in-situ 

XPS characterization of Li-air cathodes directly from realistic cells, and in particular direct 

comparisons of discharged and charged cathodes, is uncommon in the literature but is important 

for understanding the chemistry of surface layers developed during operation. We identify a thin 

solid electrolyte interphase formed during the first discharge/charge cycle, which appears to be 

subsequently very stable in terms of chemistry and morphology upon charging, as well as after 

extensive cycling in a limited capacity window. 
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We first made a comparative XPS 

analysis of an ALD Ru-decorated MWCNT 

sponge after the first discharge and the first 

charge. Figure 35 shows the survey scans 

from 0-650 eV, which demonstrate the 

relative change in the quantities of oxygen 

and lithium. As expected, the charging 

process liberates a majority of the oxygen 

and lithium from the cathode, though a 

significant quantity of oxygen remains 

present after charge when compared to the pristine cathode. The high-resolution spectra in 

Figure 36 help elucidate the chemical identity of both the discharge products and the residual 

surface film. The discharged C 1s/ Ru 3d spectrum (36a) demonstrates the near-complete 

Figure 35: Survey scans of the first discharge and charge of a Ru 

functionalized MWCNT cathode. The spectra are normalized so 

that the C 1s peaks have the same intensity, highlighting the 

relative change of the O and Li peaks. The peak heights are 

proportional to the total amount of each element. Inset: C : O : Li 

atomic ratios calculated using photoelectron cross sections. 

Figure 36: A systematic comparison of the high resolution C 1s/ Ru 3d (a,b), O 1s (c,d), and Li 1s (e,f) XPS peak regions for the first 

discharge and charge of a Ru functionalized cathode. All spectra are normalized to the same arbitrary peak intensity to highlight 

changes in peak shape and location, though the absolute quantities change significantly (Fig 35 inset). Peak locations for (a) and (b) 

can be found in the text. Some peaks in (b) shift slightly relative to (a), possibly due to small amounts of differential charging. 

Explicit peak fitting was not attempted for (c), (d), (e), and (f), though locations of possible species are highlighted, with locations 

based on either measured standards (LiTFSI, Li2O2) or literature values (all others).[85,117,118] 
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suppression of the Ru signal at 280eV, which implies that the cathode has been covered in a 

thick layer of discharge products. The primary intensity of the discharged O 1s (531 eV) and the 

Li 1s (54.6 eV) spectra (Figure 36c and 36e) match extremely well with the locations expected 

for Li2O2, as compared to both literature values[85] and our own measurements of a Li2O2 

commercial powder standard, shown in Figure 37. This confirms that the dominant discharge 

product is Li2O2. However, the C 1s spectrum confirms the formation of a variety of C-

containing side products. The primary peak at 284.8 eV contains signal from the nanotubes, but 

is dominated by non-sp2 carbon and hydrocarbons as is clear from the symmetry of the peak, 

which points to the presence of a polymer-like material interspersed with the Li2O2. The C 1s 

also demonstrates the formation of small amount of lithium carboxylates (HCO2Li or CH3CO2Li) 

and carbonates (Li2CO3) upon first discharge, which are possibly due to the reaction of residual 

amorphous carbon and hydrocarbons on the surface of the pristine CNTs.[29] This process would 

be expected to be self-limiting, and indeed the amounts of these products change only slightly 

with further cycling. Continued growth of this type of Li-O2 cathode/electrolyte interlayer, as 

observed in a recent work[86], could be attributed to cell operation outside of the voltage stability 
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Figure 37: High resolution XPS spectra of the (a) Li 1s and (b) O 1s of commercially available Li2O2 powder. The spectra are 

calibrated by placing the C 1s hydrocarbon peak at 284.8 eV. 
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window of the cathode/electrolyte, leading to parasitic side reactions and decomposition 

products. While these cycling conditions will initially yield higher capacity, long term cycling 

stability is compromised by continuous growth and evolution of the SEI layer. We demonstrate 

that achieving long duration cycling and a stable cathode/electrolyte interface depends on 

selection of an appropriate cycle capacity and potential limitations.  

After the first charge, the intensities of the O 1s (Figure 36d) and the Li 1s (Figure 36f) 

peaks near the locations associated with Li2O2 are strongly suppressed, indicating the expected 

charge process. The small amount of remaining Li appears to be associated with 

carbonate/carboxylate species, which cannot be decomposed within the typical charging 

potential of our cathode, as well as residual LiTFSI salt. The O 1s spectrum reveals a wide peak 

spread over binding energies associated with a variety of possible carbon-based moieties, but the 

broadness of these features precludes reliable peak fitting. We anticipate most of the residual 

oxygen to be bound within the polymeric 

surface film or involved in functionalization 

of the CNT surface. The higher detected 

amount of TFSI on the cathode after charge 

as indicated in Figure 36(a-b), is atributed 

to stronger electroadsorption of the anion 

when higher potential was applied on the 

cathode upon charging the battery.  The C 

1s/ Ru 3d (Figure 38) spectrum shows the 

partial recovery of the Ru signal, which 

demonstrates that either the catalyst 

Figure 38: High resolution C 1s / Ru 3d spectrum of a Ru 

functionalized cathode after the 40th charge cycle (see Figure 34). 

The charge spectrum from a different cathode after a single charge 

(Figure 36b) is almost identical. The Ru peaks can no longer be 

clearly resolved into metallic and oxide components, but the 

primary Ru 3d j=5/2 intensity centered at 280eV suggests the 

catalyst is still at least partially metallic. 
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particles are partially uncovered by the charging reaction or the thickness of any products 

covering them is thinned. However, the Ru signal is still dramatically suppressed relative to the 

as-synthesized cathode, suggesting the continuing presence of a thin SEI-type layer. Considering 

that the fractional Ru photoelectron intensity in Figure 36b is reduced by a factor R of 

approximately 80 relative to Figure 32c and that the inelastic mean free path λ of Ru 3d 

photoelectrons in Li, O and C rich materials (using Li2CO3 as a model material) is approximately 

3.1nm[87], a rough calculation would predict an average overlayer thickness d of d = λln(R) ≈ 13 

nm.[88]  

This observation is supported by TEM images of MWCNT/Ru cathodes in various stages 

of cell cycling as presented in Figure 39 and Figure 40. A thin SEI layer (typically 5-15 nm in 

thickness) with the underlying Ru catalyst still attached to the MWCNT is observed after the 1st 

discharge (Figure 40), the 1st charge, and even after 40 cycles (Figure 39). Despite this, the low 

overpotential observed in the charging process (and in all subsequent charging cycles) implies 

that the Ru particle surface is still available to partake in electrochemical reactions.  

Figure 39: TEM image of the MWCNT-Ru cathode after the 1st charge (left) and the 40th charge cycle (right) showing the surface 

film remaining on the cathode with underlying and intact Ru catalyst. 
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Conjugation of the XPS and TEM data 

strongly suggest that the surface film is 

permiable or porous, allowing the diffusion of 

dissolved species to reach the cathode surface 

during operation while still suppressing the 

CNT and Ru XPS signals during 

characterization. The nanoparticles of Li2O2 

tends to form in the proximity of the Ru 

particles (Figure 40). The other features of the 

charged C 1s spectrum are very similar to that 

of the discharged with the exception of a 

moderate increase in epoxy-type groups. Examination of the S 2p and F 1s peak regions (Figure 

41) reveals a negligible amount of decomposition of the TFSI anion.  

In order to confirm the stability of this surface film, we also examined the cathode from 

ALD Ru 
Catalyst

Figure 40: TEM image of MWCNT-Ru cathode after 1st 

discharge showing interfacial layer and the presence of ~1.5nm 

spherically shaped deposited particles, mainly on the Ru 

surface. It seems likely that these particles are primarily 

composed of Li2O2 based on the XPS analysis because the only 

significant difference between the spectra for charged and 

discharged cathodes can be attributed to the presence of Li2O2. 

Though those deposited species disappear upon charging of the 

cathode (Figure 39b) the amorphous SEI stays on its surface 

without noticeable change in morphology (e.g. or composition as 

found by XPS) 

Figure 41: High resolution F 1s and S 2p spectra from a Ru functionalized MWCNT cathode after a single discharge-charge cycle. 

The F 1s shows a small amount of formed LiF, possibly from TFSI decomposition. This amount of LiF was consistent across 

essentially all samples tested. The S 2p shows a peak at a slightly lower binding energy than the main TFSI peak, which would 

nominally be associated with a more reduced sulfur species. This feature is again consistently observed and does not grow after 40 

cycles. The S intensity at ~163 eV was a feature observed on all samples loaded into the XPS during a particular time, and has been 

identified as slight contamination from an unrelated outgassing S loaded sample stored in the same vacuum chamber. 
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Figure 34(a-b). The high-res C 1s spectrum of this cathode after 40 cycles is shown in Figure 38. 

It is apparent that the ratio of intensities of the Ru 3d (j=5/2) peak to the main C 1s peak is 

essentially identical to that observed in a cathode after only a single complete cycle (Figure 36b). 

This implies that the thickness and morphology of the surface layer is essentially unchanged 

from the first cycle. If the film was progressively growing through the consumption of the 

electrolyte or the CNT support, one might expect the complete suppression of the Ru signal or a 

dramatic increase in side products. In fact, the remaining components of the C 1s spectrum are 

strikingly similar to those after a single cycle, still showing a dominant hydrocarbon/C-C peak at 

284.8 eV and a series of small peaks associated with oxygen bonding, including carboxylates at 

288.6 eV and carbonates at 290 eV. The amount of carbonate (approx. 4% of all C 1s signal) has 

increased somewhat relative to the single cycle cathode (approx. 1% of all C 1s signal), but this 

increase is far below what is typically observed in systems where the electrolyte or cathode is 

unstable due to either the chemical nature of the carbon or the cycling conditions.[29,86]  

4.5 Conclusions 

Starting with a versatile, self-standing and robust multi-walled carbon nanotube sponge 

substrate, we investigated the catalytic enhancements in OER/ORR activity generated by ALD 

decoration with nanoparticles of Ru and RuO2, directly evaluating the two chemistries with the 

same electrochemical Li-O2 test platform. Initial electrochemical characterization revealed that 

ruthenium metal ALD yielded the more active electrocatalyst, reducing OER/ORR 

overpotentials and significantly improving cyclability, even at high capacities. Cycling studies of 

the MWCNT/Ru system showed excellent stability over long discharge/charge durations and cell 

failure was found to be related to other cell components. In-situ XPS characterization, and 

HRTEM images indicate that these composite cathodes exhibit formation of a stable SEI on the 
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cathode, primarily occurring during the first few cycles and without significant evolution after 

long term cycling. This work also emphasizes the generally unexploited promise of ALD for 

selective passivation and catalysis in next generation battery electrodes. 

Chapter 5: Dimethyl Sulfoxide as a Stable Electrolyte Solvent for Li-O2 

Research 

5.1 Introduction 

Both experimental and theoretical works surveying various solvent candidates for Li-O2 

electrolytes have struggled to find an appropriate solvent for the study and development of 

rechargeable Li-O2 batteries. Carbonate-based electrolytes used in early Li-O2 works were later 

found to be unstable against ORR reaction intermediates and form Li-carbonate species instead 

of the lithium peroxides or oxides expected for healthy ORR.[15,34,89,90] Polyether solvents were 

reported to degrade in the presence of O2, Li+ and reduced oxygen either by auto-oxidation[91], or 

electro-oxidation.[91–93] One of the other widely used electrolyte solvents for Li-O2 battery 

research is dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO); however, due to multiple contradicting reports regarding 

its chemical stability on the surface of Li-O2 cathodes, there was a strong need to carefully assess 

its stability, despite our previous success with Ru-based cathodes in DMSO-based electrolyte, 

before continuing to use it in our Li-O2 R&D. 

Extensive research has focused on the stability of DMSO as a medium for oxygen 

electrochemistry. Laoire et al. examined DMSO for Li-O2 batteries, suggesting it as a promising 

solvent for stabilization of reduced oxygen species during ORR.[90] Various groups then 

demonstrated cells operating with DMSO-based electrolytes, leading to improvements in cycle 

life[90] and the stability of the cathode[82]; however, recent publications suggested a mechanism 

for chemical or anodic oxidation of DMSO in Li-O2 operating cells under certain conditions that 
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can cause detectable solvent decomposition.[21,94] Furthermore, two separate reports suggested 

either spontaneous chemical degradation of Li2O2 into carbonate when in contact with DMSO 

(monitored by XPS)[95], or complete decomposition of Li2O2 to LiOH conjugated with extensive 

oxidation of DMSO to dimethyl sulfone (DMSO2 detected by FTIR)[76], and concluded that 

DMSO is not an appropriate solvent for studying Li-O2 batteries with long discharge durations 

due to its chemical instability on the surface of Li2O2, bringing into question the relevancy of 

earlier reports involving more practical systems. We will further address the conditions presented 

in these two reports and present contradicting results under robust conditions for monitoring 

Li2O2 degradation or DMSO oxidation.    

Indeed, concerns regarding DMSO stability in the presence of superoxide ions goes back 

to reports published by Sawyer and coworkers[96,97], suggesting possible oxidation of DMSO to 

DMSO2 in a solution containing tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEAP) salt. However, this 

oxidation was not suggested to involve hydrogen abstraction from DMSO or a direct 

nucleophilic attack by O2
- on the sulfur atom of the S=O bond, but rather involved an initial 

hydrogen abstraction from the alkylammonium ion and was tested in relatively high water 

content  (>500ppm H2O), which can also serve as a possible source of protons. The nucleophilic 

attack suggested by Sawyer and coworkers therefore occurs by hydroperoxy ions and not O2
-. 

Anodic oxidation of DMSO to DMSO2 was also found possible by Krtil et al.[98] using Li salts in 

DMSO, but with an extremely high concentration of water (~0.04M) compared to properly 

dehydrated Li-O2 systems.  This work was recently validated in more controlled environment by 

Calvo and coworkers[94], reporting appearance of DMSO2 at potentials above 4.2 Vs Li\Li+ via 

processes also hypothesized to involve in consumption of trace water from the electrolyte. 
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All of the above work used FTIR for characterization, and the peak of the symmetric SO2 

stretch (νSSO2) at 1142 cm-1 was considered a marker for the presence of DMSO2. The limit of 

detection (LOD) of the FTIR system for the presence of DMSO2 in the solvent has not been 

reported in these works, making it difficult to quantitatively evaluate the extent of the reported 

oxidation. This calibration is critical to determine if the observed peaks indicate continuous 

oxidation of the solvent or only a minor parasitic reaction that may stop (i.e. after ppm level H2O 

is fully consumed), having no significant effect on cell performance and cyclability. 

Furthermore, the observed peaks in the 1140-1145cm-1 range are not exclusively indicative of 

DMSO2, as shown in recent works done with in-operando Raman spectroscopy[99] and surface 

enhanced Raman[100] (SERS), which attribute the peak at ~1140 cm-1 to the formation of LiO2 on 

the surface of the cathode rather than the oxidation of DMSO to DMSO2. Indeed, these Raman 

experiments did not suggest DMSO oxidation; however, the exposure time of DMSO to Li2O2 

and superoxide ions in these reports was relatively short.[76]  

In order to deconvolute the question of DMSO stability on the Li2O2 surface in operating 

Li-O2 battery, our collaborators demonstrate a computational exploration of the chemical 

stability of the Li2O2/DMSO interface using density functional theory (DFT), and propose a 

novel reaction pathway supported by calculated activation energies. Furthermore, we carefully 

address the previously reported conditions for chemical decomposition of DMSO by using a 

specialized UHV integrated system for sample preparation and transfer to XPS without exposure 

to air or moisture for analysis of Li2O2 aged in DMSO. FTIR and Raman spectra were collected 

for each chemical species in our report and previous reports, in addition to the limit of detection 

(LOD) of our FTIR and Raman systems for the detection of DMSO2. We also investigate DMSO 

stability against oxidation during ORR or anodic oxidation under operating Li-O2 battery 
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conditions. The Li2O2 aged in DMSO showed no definitive chemical changes with time, and 

DMSO2 could not be detected with FTIR, even after 7 months. Furthermore, mesoporous core-

shell CNT@Pt cathodes synthesized via atomic layer deposition enabled us to demonstrate the 

stability of DMSO during cycling for over 4 months of cell operation, with a round-trip cycle 

duration of 80 hours and with more than 45 cycles before disassembling the cell for 

spectroscopic characterization.  

Through a collaborative effort with our colleagues Dr. Kevin Leung and Dr. Nitin Kumar 

at Sandia National Labs in Albuquerque, NM, we find that DMSO is highly stable on the surface 

of Li2O2, both theoretically and experimentally, as will be discussed in subsequent sections.  

5.2 Experimental Methods 

DMSO2 as a Marker of DMSO Oxidation 

Previous reports used FTIR for detection of SO2 stretching, suggesting this stretching 

indicates the oxidation of DMSO. It has become accepted to use KO2 as a source for superoxide 

in DMSO, and to chemically monitor the degree of oxidation of the solvent, as indicated by the 

appearance of stretching peak at 1142cm-1 using Raman or FTIR. However, as presented in 

Figure 42, the Raman spectrum of pristine KO2 shows a strong peak at 1142cm-1 (which can be 

attributed to O=O stretching), strongly implying that KO2 is not a suitable source of superoxide 

in a solution where DMSO2 is to be measured at any concentration. This observation agrees well 

with FTIR reports of pristine KO2 and the literature value of ʋO=O =1145 cm-1.[99–101] It seems like 

the only appropriate way to use KO2 in order to test oxidation of DMSO to DMSO2 by stretching 

spectroscopy is to use K18O2 in which the ʋO=O is shifted to 1118 cm-1.[101] The decomposition of 

KO2 under the laser also manifested additional peaks suggesting that the O-H peak previously 

reported by others as LiOH[76] could be attributed to decomposition of KO2 to KOH and not 
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necessarily to Li2O2 decomposition to LiOH. We first calibrated the FTIR to determine the limit 

of detection (LOD) for DMSO2 in DMSO. Figure 43 shows that the SO2 peak will manifest 

itself even at concentration below 500ppm, implying that FTIR will sense the presence of SO2 at 

very low concentrations (LOD<7mM). Figure 43 also shows the same calibration process 

Figure 42: Raman spectrum of pristine KO2 powder (left) showing strong peak at 1142cm-1 which can be attributed to the O=O 

stretch. KO2 powder aged in air shows evolution of multiple peaks. 
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Figure 43: FTIR and Raman spectra for limit of detection of mol% DMSO2 in DMSO. The measured limit of detection is ~0.05 mol% for 

FTIR and 1% for Raman as indicated by the onset of the symmetric SO2 stretch at 1142cm-1. 
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performed with Raman, showing that the 

LOD of Raman is higher at about 1% 

(140mM), suggesting that Raman can 

confirm or rule out extensive oxidation of 

DMSO to DMSO2.  

To test possible oxidation of DMSO 

in an operating Li-O2 cell, we discharged a 

MWCNT cathode to 3000mAhg-1 at 

100mAg-1, let it rest for 14 days inside the 

glove box, and opened the cell inside the glove box to collect a sample of the electrolyte for 

Raman testing.  As presented in Figure 44, there is no signal for symmetric SO2 stretch  

(1142cm-1) in the electrolyte despite an expected molar concentration >2% according to 

degradation suggested in previous report.[76] We tested the solubility of DMSO2 in DMSO to 

confirm that this proposed decomposition product should be detected in solution, if present, and 

found a saturation limit of 20 mol% of DMSO2 in DMSO. 

Long Term Stability of DMSO Against Oxidation in an Operational Li-O2 Cell 

In a practical Li-O2 cell the stability needs to be tested on a very long term, as pointed out 

by Shao-Horn and coworkers.[76] However, the majority of the cathodes used in Li-O2 reports are 

either carbon cathodes which demonstrate high gravimetric capacity but limited cycle life[19] 

(~15 or fewer high capacity cycles due to chemical and electrochemical instability of the 

carbon), or porous cathodes made of gold or TiC that undergoes discharge processes of relatively 

short times[82,102] (less than 2 hours for the reports on the porous gold electrodes by Bruce et al.).  

Additionally, the anodic instability of DMSO at potential higher than 4-4.3V[21,94] vs. Li in the 

Figure 44: Raman spectrum of electrolyte after 14 days of rest 

within a discharged cell. No signal at 1142 cm-1 suggests oxidation 

of DMSO is below detection limits or not present. 
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presence of O2 and H2O (even trace amounts)[94] was reported to manifest DMSO2 in the 

electrolyte upon cycling, making it difficult to isolate whether detected oxidation took place on 

Li2O2/DMSO interface upon prolonged exposure or by anodic oxidation of DMSO at high 

potentials.  In order to fabricate Li-O2 cathode that will enable both long discharge and extended 

cycle life, we synthesized core-

shell CNT@Pt cathode by atomic 

layer deposition of Pt on self-

standing CNT. The structure of the 

CNT@Pt cathode is presented in 

TEM and SEM images in Figure 

45.  

This cathode enabled us to 

test the long term stability of 

DMSO, toward oxidation, in an 

operating Li-O2 cell. The cyclic 

Figure 45: SEM (left) and TEM (right) images of ALD-Pt coated carbon nanotube sponge used as a cathode for extensive cycling 

to probe DMSO stability over long cycles (80 hrs round trip) 
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Figure 46: Cyclic voltammetry of pristine sponge cathode (1st cycle shown) 

compared to CNT@Pt cathode (fourth cycle shown). As obtained, the onset 

potentials for ORR are higher for the catalyst-loaded cathodes, suggesting 

enhanced activity which agrees well with the report on catalytic trends for 

ORR.[61] The more prominent improvement in activity is observed during the 

oxygen evolution reaction, with significant increases in current obtained at 

much lower onset potential as compared to the pristine MWCNT. 
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voltammetry (CV) response of the bare sponge and the Pt decorated MWCNT cathodes are 

presented in Figure 46. The Pt shell enabled pronounced catalytic activity for OER, hence 

significant amount of the discharge capacity could be recovered upon charge at voltages below 

the reported value for anodic oxidation of DMSO.[94,98]  Long term cycling stability of this 

system was tested via galvanostatic cycling with currents of 50 mAg-1
carbon with fixed discharge 

capacities of 2,000 mAhg-1
carbon. This translates to a 40 hour discharge followed by a 4V voltage-

limited charge step for more than 45 cycles. To our knowledge, this is one of the longest 

individual cycle durations reported in a study of a rechargeable Li-O2 cathode. After this 

duration of cycling the cell was purged with Ar and disassembled inside the glove box, and a 

sample of electrolyte was taken for Raman and tested for presence of DMSO2. If DMSO 

oxidation had taken place on the Li2O2 surface as previously suggested, the expected 

concentration of DMSO2 should exceed 35 mol% after 4 months of operation. Yet, as presented 

in Figure 47, no DMSO2 was detected even after these extremely long cycle times, strongly 

suggesting that the degree of oxidation of DMSO was below 1 mol% and had a negligible effect 

on battery cycling performance. For a 

comparison, a Raman spectrum of 20 mol% 

DMSO2 in DMSO is also presented. In 

addition to the standard marker (1142 cm-1), 

three other peaks which are characteristic of 

DMSO2 were also observed (465, 495, and 

763 cm-1) in this comparison, but are absent 

from the CNT@Pt electrolyte.[103] 

The lowest potential for ORR in this Figure 47: Raman spectrum of electrolyte sample from CNT@Pt 

showing no detectable levels of DMSO2 (νS, SO2). Shown with 20 

mol% DMSO2 in DMSO for comparison 
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cell was above 2.65V, higher than the potential reported to decompose DMSO on a microporous 

carbon cathode[21], and the CNT@Pt is hypothesized to possess a significantly lower 

concentration of acidic functional group as compared to microporous carbon; hence, it is less 

likely to induce formation of the hydroperoxy ion that can oxidize DMSO through nucleophilic 

attack on sulfur in DMSO.[21,94,96] 

Li2O2 Decomposition 

We have also examined the surface chemistry of Li2O2 in contact with DMSO using 

XPS, which should detect solid decomposition products even from minor, self-limiting surface 

reactions. A previous report showed the development of carbonates at the Li2O2-DMSO 

interface after 2 days, although no reaction mechanism was suggested. We soaked commercial 

Li2O2 powder in DMSO for over 2 months inside a glove box before removing a sample of 

powder, drying it under vacuum, and transferring it without atmospheric exposure to our 

Figure 48: Figure 4. XPS spectra of as-received Li2O2 powder (a,c,e) and Li2O2 powder immersed in DMSO for over 2 months at 

room temperature (b,d,f). (a) and (b) compare the C 1s region with peak fitting, and (c) and (d) compare the O 1s region with peak 

fitting. (e) and (f) show a wide energy region (0- 600eV) which contains the O 1s, C 1s, S 2p, and Li 1s peaks. The numbers next to 

each peak reflects the calculated atomic percent composition of each sample. The insets show high resolution data from the S 2p 

regions. The y-scales of all graphs are normalized to approximately the same size to highlight differences in peak shape, except for 

the insets in (e) and (f) which have the same y-scale to highlight changes in quantity. 
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integrated XPS (Figure 7) for analysis.  Figure 48 compares the XPS signatures of the soaked 

powder and pristine (as received) Li2O2 powder transferred in the same manner. In general, the 

XPS results show no significant differences between the pristine and soaked powders, in support 

of the chemical stability of the Li2O2-DMSO interface. The C 1s spectrum of the pristine powder 

(Figure 48a) shows the presence of a hydrocarbon layer, as well peaks associated with a small 

amount of lithium carbonates (290 eV) and carboxylates (288.7 eV), likely due to minor 

environmental exposure during manufacture or transport.[104] These features are almost 

completely unchanged even after more than 2 months of exposure to DMSO except for a slight 

increase in the carbonate peak intensity. The degree of increase in carbonate intensity is barely at 

the threshold of significance when fitting errors and sample-to-sample variability are considered, 

and does not support the idea of a facile reaction between Li2O2 and DMSO as was previously 

reported. Another possibility is the reaction of Li2O2 with minute amounts of dissolved CO2 in 

the DMSO. The O 1s spectrum of both samples (Figure 48c and 48d) are nearly identical and are 

consistent with Li2O2, with a primary peak at 531.1 eV[85] and a high binding energy tail 

containing contributions from various 

surface bound carbon-oxygen species.  

XPS is unable to differentiate Li2O2 

and LiOH due to their near-identical binding 

energies[85], though subsequent XRD 

characterization of the soaked powder did 

not support the presence of LiOH or Li2CO3 

(Figure 49). Another important element to 

examine for decomposition reactions is 
Figure 49: XRD of Li2O2 aged in DMSO for two months showing 

no indication of decomposition to LioH or Li2CO3. 
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sulfur (shown in Figure 48e and 48f insets). 

The as-received Li2O2 powder was 

contaminated with a small amount of soluble 

S species (0.7 atomic percent). After 2 

months, almost all of this sulfur was 

removed by soaking in DMSO and no new 

peaks developed. In particular, we saw no 

evidence for the formation of DMSO2, which 

would be expected to show a peak at 

approximately 169 eV.[105] Even if DMSO2 was dissolved in the supporting DMSO, it would be 

expected to redeposit on the Li2O2 surface during drying. Taken together, these XPS 

measurements do not show any significant chemical changes which can be attributed to a 

decomposition reaction. DMSO from the same sample was also tested by FTIR and showed no 

oxidation even after 7 months, as shown in Figure 50.  

Additionally, the conversion of Li2O2 

to LiOH is expected to hinder the 

performance metrics of a Li-O2 cell by 

halving the capacity and requiring a charge 

potential significantly higher than expected 

for OER of Li2O2.
[15,34,106]  In an attempt to 

observe these effects, we closed a Li-O2 cell 

with CNT cathode, discharged to a capacity 

of 3,000mAh g-1, and let it stand for 100 

Figure 50: FTIR of Li2O2 aged in DMSO for seven months 

showing no indication of oxidation to DMSO2. 

Figure 51: Plot of capacity vs. voltage during linear voltage scan. 

The blue curve represents a cell that had no rest time between the 

end of discharge and this charge sweep. The red curve represents 

a cell that rested for 100 hours before the charge sweep. 
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hours in DMSO before charging it. If the previously proposed decomposition mechanisms[21,76] 

were thermodynamically favorable, a significant difference in the anodic linear scan 

voltammetry of the cell with and without resting time should be observed, yet the same OER 

capacity was recovered under 4V, as shown in Figure 51. The two charging plots suggest no 

self-charging by chemical decomposition of the Li2O2 to LiOH and recovery of the same 

capacity by scanning anodically to 4V. This is in good agreement with the following DFT 

calculations and prior experimental results, showing stability of Li2O2 in DMSO.  

5.3 Density Functional Theory Study of DMSO/Li2O2 Interfacial Stability 

In order to further support our experimental findings regarding the stability of the 

Li2O2/DMSO interface, through an EFRC collaboration with Dr. Kevin Leung and Dr. Nitin 

Kumar at Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, NM, we have conducted a theoretical 

study of this system as well, and report herein thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of DMSO 

oxidation on peroxide and superoxide-terminated surfaces of Li2O2.  

Figure 7 depicts DMSO physisorbed on the superoxide (left) and peroxide (right) 

terminated surfaces. The Lisurface-ODMSO distances are 1.95 and 2.11 Å on the peroxide-

terminated surface, and are larger (2.06 and 2.12 Å) on the superoxide surfaces. These bonds are 

Figure 52: DMSO adsorbed atop superoxide (left) and peroxide (right) terminated Li2O2 surfaces. 
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shorter than Li-O bonds (2.16 Å) in bulk Li2O2. We consider two low-energy terminations with 

different oxidation states for surface Li2O2 surface.[33] The (11̅20) stoichiometric surface consists 

of only peroxides (O2
2−) moieties, and the simulation cell has a total of 160 atoms. The other cell 

has oxygen rich (11̅20) Li2O2 surfaces decorated exclusively with superoxide (O2
−) units (144 

total atoms). These low energy peroxide (O2
2-) and superoxide (O2

-) terminations of Li2O2 are 

selected to study the reactivity of different surface oxygen oxidation states towards electrolyte 

decomposition. 

The DMSO decomposition reaction pathway studied in this work proceeds with the 

splitting of an O2 dimer on the Li2O2 surface near the physisorbed DMSO followed by 

abstraction of an H atom from DMSO. The abstracted H is transferred to one of the oxygen 

atoms with a broken bond, forming a hydroxyl on the surface.  The other oxygen atom bonds 

with the sulfur in DMSO, forming a DMSO2-H complex. These steps appear to occur 

simultaneously and no stable reaction intermediate is observed. Wannier orbital analysis[107] 

finds that the DMSO2-H is an anion. The Li2O2 slab has therefore gained an H+ and lost an 

oxygen atom by the end of the reaction.  The energy barrier associated with decomposition 

determines the reaction kinetics; hence, it is calculated to evaluate the probability of DMSO 

decomposition on Li2O2 by the suggested mechanism on the two different Li2O2 surface 

terminations (peroxide and superoxide).  

The DFT/PBE calculations suggest that the DMSO decomposition barrier is lower on 

peroxide-terminated (0.75 eV) than on superoxide-terminated (1.43 eV) Li2O2 surface (Figure 

53). This indicates that the decomposition is likely to occur on the peroxide-terminated surface. 

Also, the product of the degradation reaction is more exothermic on the peroxide (-2.08 eV) than 

on superoxide-terminated (-1.20 eV) Li2O2 surface. We repeated this barrier calculation for the 
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peroxide-terminated surface using a more precise, but computationally expensive, hybrid PBE0 

functional. In general, hybrid functionals are known to predict more accurate (and typically 

larger) reaction barriers than PBE.[108] PBE0 barrier calculation results are shown in Figure 53b. 

This clearly shows that the barrier for DMSO decomposition on Li2O2 is around double (1.42 

eV) the barrier obtained from PBE (0.75 eV). Moreover, the reaction is also found to be more 

exothermic (-2.51 eV) than that obtained from the PBE calculation (-2.08 eV). We have 

estimated reaction rate assuming Arrhenius behavior of the reactions with usual molecular 

vibrational prefactor of 1012 /sec at room temperature. A reaction barrier of 1.42 eV translates 

into a 10-5 reaction/month time frame (using the standard expression for reaction rate=exp(-

E*/kBT), where kBT is the thermal energy at room temperature and  is a prefactor on the order 

of 1012/s, a 1.42 eV barrier roughly translates into a 20,000-year reaction time frame). Hence, the 

PBE0 barrier suggests that the DMSO decomposition is unlikely to occur even on the peroxide 

terminated surface.   

Figure 53: The NEB barrier for DMSO decomposition atop superoxide (a) and peroxide (b) terminated Li2O2 surfaces. The high 

precision PBE0 calculation ((■ in (b)) predicts a higher barrier and an exothermicity that is lowered by 0.29eV. 
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Note that our PBE0-predicted DMSO reaction barrier is much higher than the DMSO 

(0.74eV)[109] and TEGMDE (1.1 eV)[109] decomposition barriers on a different, high surface 

energy, peroxide-terminated (11̅00) facet of Li2O2, also predicted using DFT/PBE0.  Our attempt 

to calculate the surface energy of the previously used facet yielded a surface energy of (1.71 Jm-

2), more than 3 times higher than the surfaces considered in this work. We believe our 

calculations to represent the more realistic case, as lower energy surfaces are more likely to be 

present under the equilibrium or near-equilibrium conditions associated with battery storage or 

slow cycling. 

Assuming that DMSO would undergo degradation following the reaction pathway 

studied in the present work under certain chemical/electrochemical conditions, we have 

conducted additional calculations to 

determine if the process would be self-

limiting. The presumably (though unlikely) 

decomposed DMSO2-H fragment is expected 

to have a strong affinity to the Li2O2 surface 

and affect subsequent decomposition 

reactions. Hence, we have tested the 

reactivity of a DMSO molecule atop a full 

monolayer of broken DMSO2-H covered 

peroxide-terminated Li2O2 surface. Figure 

54 clearly shows that the DMSO 

decomposition reaction is endothermic 

(0.73eV) and the barrier for the reaction is 

Figure 54: The NEB barrier for DMSO decomposition atop a 

monolayer of broken DMSO on peroxide terminated Li2O2 

surface. The H that is abstracted from DMSO and transferred to 

the broken DMSO fragment is shown with the dashed circle in 

Image 0 (Frame i). 
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0.76 eV when using the PBE functional. As mentioned above, the more accurate PBE0 

functional should predict an even higher barrier for this reaction. This shows that even if DMSO 

decomposes under some chemical/electrochemical conditions, further degradation of the 

electrolyte is unlikely to continue via the reaction pathway presented in this work.  

Finally we considered the free energy change associated with the reaction DMSO + LiO2 

→ DMSO-H-:Li+ + HO2 to examine the possibility of proton abstraction from DMSO by 

LiO2.This calculation addresses possible formation of hydroperoxy radical/anion by O2
- and pure 

DMSO, as the hydroperoxy ion was previously demonstrated to oxidize DMSO to DMSO2. The 

reaction free energy is predicted to be +1.655eV (+38.08 kcal mol-1), an endothermic value that 

strongly suggests this reaction is unlikely to happen. When an explicit DMSO solvent molecule 

was included for LiO2 and HO2, the free energy change is even more endothermic and the 

reaction is predicted to be even less likely to occur.  

In summary, DMSO decompositions on superoxide, peroxide, and decomposed DMSO 

fragment-covered Li2O2 surfaces are predicted to either occur on time scales beyond battery life 

or experimental durations, or are thermodynamically unfavorable.  

5.4 Discussion 

The search for a suitable solvent for rechargeable Li-O2 battery research, development, 

and commercialization is challenging, but fundamental and practical studies conducted in 

electrolytes with metastability under controlled operating conditions can provide insight 

regarding the desired physicochemical properties of the electrolyte and will drive progress in 

optimizing other components of the battery such as the cathode scaffold, separator and anode 

surface. 
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The theoretical work presented herein, supported by the presented comprehensive 

experimental studies, strongly suggest that oxidation of DMSO on Li2O2 is very unlikely to 

spontaneously occur, and will take place only under certain conditions, and to minor extent when 

operating at the voltages between 2.65-4V vs Li with environment free of acidic groups in the 

electrolyte or porous scaffold. 

Though recent publications raised some concerns regarding the stability of DMSO under 

operating Li-O2 battery, we believe that the results we present herein strongly suggest that under 

appropriate conditions DMSO can be used as a solvent to study and to gain important 

understanding of rechargeable Li-O2 systems. We conjugate theoretical and experimental 

techniques to address the stability of DMSO/Li2O2 interface and we believe that this is a 

comprehensive approach to fully understand possible mechanisms for electrolyte decomposition 

in electrochemical systems.  

Previously suggested mechanisms for oxidation of DMSO are presented in Scheme 2. 

The reaction appearing in Scheme 2a suggests conjugated oxidation of DMSO and conversion of 

Li2O2 to LiOH. However, the reaction is unbalanced with respect to both atoms and charge, 

making it difficult to interpret the suggested mechanism. We found no evidence for the 

occurrence of this reaction in our system and the use of KO2 as an oxidant as suggested in the 

relevant work was demonstrated herein to be inappropriate. Scheme 2b suggest mechanism that 

involves oxidation of DMSO by O2
- and the simultaneous reduction of O2

- to O2
2-, however the 

electrochemical potential difference between O2
- and O2

2- reported to be 1.3V in DMSO[96,97], 

and it is therefore not clear how the reaction is expected to be spontaneous.  

The mechanisms presented in Scheme 2c involve the formation of a hydroperoxy radical 

and its reduction to hydroperoxy anion. This is with good agreement with the reaction reported 
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by Sawyer and coworkers. However, we demonstrated herein that the source of the proton is 

very unlikely to be DMSO, and hence it must be abstracted from other, more acidic components 

in the system. As suggested by Sawyer and coworkers, if a source of acidic hydrogen is available 

in any of the cell components it may favor the oxidation of DMSO once reduced oxygen species 

are produced on the cathode. We suggest that the source of the proton can be in the salt[96,97], 

trace H2O
[94], or the use of activated carbon with acidic functional groups.[21,110]  The pKa of all 

of those components are significantly lower than the pKa of DMSO (>31)[111], indicating that 

these components may be a precursor to DMSO oxidation.  

Abstraction of a proton by reduced oxygen will induce the formation of a hydroperoxy 

anion. The strong Lewis acid (Li+) can then coordinate with the sulfoxide oxygen of DMSO, 

leading to nucleophilic attack by hydroperoxy-anion on the sulfur atom of the sulfoxide, and 

Scheme 2. Suggested Mechanisms for Oxidation of DMSO: (A)[76], (B)[94], (C)[21], and (D), the mechanism proposed/studied in this 

work 
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yielding a central tetrahedral intermediate as previously suggested.[21] The latter may collapse to 

the corresponding dimethyl sulfone (DMSO2) and lithium hydroxide. Again, our work suggests 

that the acidity of methyl groups from DMSO itself is not strong enough to manifest proton 

abstraction from the DMSO molecule by Li2O2, suggesting that controlled exclusion of other 

proton sources will provide sufficiently stable conditions to prevent oxidation of DMSO on the 

cathode side in the potential window above 2.65V and below the potential of anodic oxidation. 

Indeed previous reports on oxidation of DMSO used water containing electrolytes[96,98], 

alkyl-ammonium based electrolyte[97], Li-O2 cell with self-reported leakage[76], or microporous 

carbon[21], all of which could contribute to the presence of acidic functional groups. We 

demonstrate that avoiding cell leakage, and hence any significant water content, together with 

the use of CNT@Pt cathode in which the low concentration acidic functional groups was 

passivated by the ALD process, established possible conditions for rechargeable Li-O2 system 

for over 4 months of operation without noticeable oxidation of DMSO.  

The operating potential is also hypothesized to affect the concentration of the superoxide 

and peroxide formed under ORR, with lower potentials leading to increased formation of 

reduced oxygen species (O2
- or O2

2- strong bases) that can abstract available weak acidic proton 

and facilitate the oxidation of the solvent.[94] Cell operation at potentials above 2.65V vs Li and 

below 4V in the case of the cathodes presented herein will prevent oxidation of the solvent 

during discharge and will enable formation of rechargeable reduced oxygen species. 

Although it is not the main focus of this work and may be further addressed in following 

studies, the anodic stability of DMSO during charge, in the presence of O2, is reported to be 

dependent on the cathode material, and will take place at potentials above 4V on amorphous 
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microporous carbon[21], or 4.2V in the case of Au\Pt electrodes.[21,94] In the cathodes presented 

herein, anodic oxidation wasn’t obtained by Raman for cell operated bellow 4V. 

The porosity of the cathode may also be of great significant, since reduced oxygen in 

microporous cathodes (pore <2nm) may form locally high concentration of O2
- with relatively 

low local concentration of DMSO.[21] Our cathodes are mesoporous, and the mobility of the 

solvent molecules and reduced oxygen species is not anticipated to form this kind of locally high 

ratio between O2
- and DMSO.  

5.5 Conclusions 

We have presented experimental and theoretical evidence for the chemical and 

electrochemical stability of the DMSO/Li2O2 interface under storage and operational conditions 

of a Li-O2 battery. Experimentally, we demonstrated no surface change of Li2O2 aged in DMSO, 

and no oxidation of DMSO even after 7 months of storage.  We synthesized core shell CNT@Pt 

Li-O2 cathode via ALD and used it to further demonstrate long term operation of a Li-O2 

rechargeable battery with DMSO as the solvent for more than 4 months of continuous cycling, 

with a round trip cycle length of 80 hours when operated within a voltage range of 2.65-4V vs. 

Li/Li+. We show that presence of DMSO2 cannot be measured effectively in the presence of 

K16O2/Li16O2 by Raman/FTIR due to the overlap between KO2 and DMSO2 in Raman and IR.  

Our theoretical models predict that DMSO decomposition on superoxide, peroxide, and 

decomposed DMSO fragment-covered Li2O2 surfaces will either occur on time scales beyond 

experimental durations, or are thermodynamically unfavorable. All of these findings strongly 

suggest that DMSO is a stable solvent for Li-O2 cathode testing within a potential window of 

2.65-4V, implying that DMSO is suitable for fundamental studies of Li-O2 cells.  
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Chapter 6: Investigating the Interplay of ALD Defect Passivation and 

Catalysis for Practical Secondary Li-O2 Cathodes  

6.1 Introduction 

The Li-O2 literature and the previous chapters of this dissertation point toward two modes 

of improving the stability of carbon-based Li-O2 cathodes—defect passivation and OER/ORR 

catalysis. The success of achieving both of these modes was demonstrated with core-shell 

structures deposited by atomic layer deposition of CNT@Ru in Chapter 4 and CNT@Pt in 

Chapter 5 of this dissertation. The concern is that the loading amounts of the ALD catalyst are a 

factor of one to three times the mass of the carbon scaffold in these cathodes, which essentially 

reverts back to the use of pure noble metal cathodes.[102] This is a highly impractical vision for 

the continued development of Li-O2 batteries based on the fact that these noble-metal based 

materials are notoriously scarce and expensive (according to BASF Corp. Pt: $1188/oz and Ru: 

$56.00/oz). The incorporation of a significant mass of heavy metal catalyst also jeopardizes the 

energy density of Li-O2 batteries, which is its major advantage over the currently widespread 

lithium-ion technology. While their utility in improving OER/ORR performance is undeniable, 

these factors are a huge deterrent to further development and ultimate commercialization of the 

technology if a less expensive catalyst system is not made available.  

Indeed, atomic layer deposition is certainly not the ideal discovery platform for new 

OER/ORR catalyst chemistries—a research avenue that is outside the scope of this project; 

however, this technique is extremely useful for optimizing material utilization and mass loading 

as a result of its selectivity and self-limiting mechanism. The oversight in Chapter 4 and 5 was 

employing the expensive noble metal ALD chemistry for both defect passivation AND catalysis. 

In reality, a non-precious, inexpensive baselayer (Al2O3, TiO2) should perform just as well the 
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precious metal ALD chemistry at carbon defect passivation. This baselayer can then be 

superficially functionalized with a well-controlled, low mass loading of heterogenous ALD 

catalyst such as Ru, RuO2, or Pt, as shown in Scheme 3.  

A similar approach was attempted recently, using three cycles of ALD Al2O3 as a 

protective coating for a carbon black cathode scaffold followed by three cycles of ALD Pd.[112] 

The authors claim some success with a significant reduction in overpotential and show 10 stable 

cycles to 500mAh g-1. Unfortunately, they neglect to test (or share the results) the cyclability of 

the bare Super P carbon, which may exhibit similar cyclability at that capacity. They also show a 

significant increase in the first discharge overpotential after only 3 cycles of Al2O3 as compared 

to the bare Super P carbon. This seems unlikely as the defects they are passivating would provide 

energetically favorable sites for ORR (or a parasitic side reaction)[19] and a noncontinuous layer 

of ~3Å of Al2O3 seems far from the amount required to generate such a significant voltage shift 

in ORR. Unlike the MWCNT sponge scaffold used in this work, the Super P carbon black is 

amorphous carbon with a very high intrinsic defect density. The authors also only report one 

Scheme 3. Strategy for optimizing ALD functionalization of MWCNT scaffold as a practical route to long term cyclability 
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permutation of ALD cycles for Al2O3/Pd with little justification. As such, this system can still be 

significantly optimized in an effort to realize a stable, practical, Li-O2 cathode.  

6.2 Approach 

For this study, we selected TiO2 as the “non-precious” defect passivation ALD chemistry 

and Pt as the ALD catalyst. The processes, precursors, and conditions are all discussed in 

Chapter 7. Once again, the MWCNT sponge was used as the cathode scaffold based on our 

success with long term cycling stability and integration of ALD functionalities. Based on 

previous experience with long term cycling studies (one of the Ru cells ran continuously for over 

4 months!), limited resources (cells/test channels) and the plan to try different combinations of 

interlayer thickness and catalyst loadings, there was a need for a quicker diagnostic of long term 

stability. Hence, we adopted higher rate galvanostatic cycling at reduced capacity as an 

accelerated test bed for cycling stability. We also placed a voltage limit window for cycling of 2-

4.1V vs. Li/Li+ to keep the electrodes within the electrolyte stability window. For comparison, 

we cycled the pristine sponge, sponges with TiO2 only, and sponges with TiO2 and Pt to 

determine the relative enhancements in 

stability offered by each functionalization.  

6.3 Results and Discussion 

We first tested the cycling stability of 

the pristine sponge under the accelerated 

conditions (100 mAgc
-1 to 300 mAhgc

-1). As 

shown in Figure 55, the untreated sponge 

was capable of delivering the requested 
Figure 55: Galvanostatic cycling profile (300mAgc

-1 to 

300mAhgc
-1) to failure (2V lower limit) for the pristine 

MWCNT sponge. 
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discharge capacity for ~5 cycles. It is 

important to note that with constant current 

and a charge duration (voltage limited) that is 

only a fraction of the previous discharge 

duration (capacity limited), there will 

naturally be accumulation of reduction 

products over time, which is most likely the 

cause of failure on the 6th discharge. TEM characterization of this cathode after cycling, as 

shown in Figure 56, revealed that at least a significant number of the tubes had lost their 

crystallinity, most likely due to oxidation. Despite previous results suggesting that sp2-hybridized 

carbon was generally stable under the electrochemical conditions in a Li-O2 cell[19,29], this result 

held major implications regarding the original plan for functionalization, suggesting that partial 

coverage of the carbon surface may not be sufficient. Thus, rather than nucleation-based defect 

passivation and catalyst functionalization, we first shifted toward core-shell architectures of 

Figure 56: TEM image of MWCNT sponge after accelerated GV 

cycling test showing loss of crystallinity.  

Figure 57: Galvanostatic cycling profile (300mAgc
-1 to 300mAhgc

-1) of MWCNT sponge coated with two different thicknesses of ALD 

TiO2. Despite a similar number of total cycles to failure (CtF), the cathode with the thinner TiO2 layer exhibited slightly longer charge 

durations. 
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conformal protection layers (TiO2). This 

displaces the carbon surface away from the 

electrochemically active interface to avoid 

these stability issues, but still realizes the 

advantages of the high surface area, 

mesoporous, and lightweight current 

collector. Galvanostatic cycling profiles of 

MWCNT sponges with two different thicknesses of ALD TiO2 (5nm and 20nm) are shown in 

Figure 57. Both TiO2 film thicknesses show a 5x enhancement in the total number of 

galvanostatic cycles as compared to the pristine sponge under the same conditions (Figure 55). 

The TEM image in Figure 58 shows that the ALD process results in a MWCNT@TiO2 core-

shell structure which is significantly more resistant to oxidation than the underlying carbon. 

Despite this surprising improvement, these structures are still plagued by considerable 

irreversibility, as indicated by the substantial discrepancy between the long discharge and 

subsequent, short charge durations. This indicates that the TiO2 surface does not show sufficient 

OER activity to satisfy the preset galvanostatic rate within this potential window.  

In an effort to improve reversibility, we then functionalized these MWCNT@TiO2 core-

shell structures with atomic layer deposited platinum, which we have previously shown to 

exhibit significant enhancements in OER behavior (see Chapter 5). Due to the oxide surface, 

platinum deposition on the MWCNT@TiO2 core shell structure is significantly more conformal 

as compared to deposition directly on the pristine sponge, as shown in Figure 59. These TEM 

images show 75 cycles of ALD platinum on a pristine sponge (left) and a 5nm MWCNT@TiO2 

coated sponge, respectively. This growth sequence allows for significantly improved control 

Figure 58: TEM image showing 100 cycles (~5nm) core-shell 

coating of ALD TiO2 on MWCNT. 
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over lowering the mass loading while maintaining or increasing the effective surface area of the 

exposed catalyst, which dictates some of the kinetic limitations of OER/ORR catalysis.[22,61] 

Figure 60 shows the galvanostatic cycling performance of core-shell sponges with 

MWCNT@400cycTiO2@75cycPt and MWCNT@100cycTiO2@75cycPt. The double core-shell 

structure with the thinner TiO2 interlayer exhibits slightly enhanced long term stability (because 

of enhanced reversibility, shown later). The addition of a Pt functionalization in both cases 

results in a ~5x improvement in cyclability as compared to the single core-shell MWCNT@TiO2 

Figure 59: TEM images of 75 cycles of ALD Pt on pristine MWCNT sponge (left) and a 5nm MWCNT@TiO2 core shell. 

Figure 60: Galvanostatic cycling data under accelerated testing conditions (100mAgc
-1 to 300mAhgc

-1) of TiO2@Pt core shell cathodes 

with two different TiO2 interlayer thicknesses (~5nm and 20nm). This data shows a slight enhancement in reversibility of the thinner 

TiO2 layer. Both curves show a 5X improvement in cyclability as compared to MWCNT@TiO2 and a 25X improvement as compared 

to the pristine sponge. 
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structures in Figure 57, and a ~25x 

improvement over the bare MWCNT 

sponge (Figure 55).  

While these enhancements in 

performance are evident from the 

galvanostatic cycling plots, the reason for 

improved cyclability is not as obvious. 

Figure 61 shows the first discharge and 

charge profile in the galvanostatic cycling 

curves for each cathode. From this plot it is apparent that each of the cathodes discharge to the 

full capacity (300mAhgc), although the double core-shell cathodes functionalized with Pt do 

exhibit a higher ORR voltage for a significant fraction of discharge. This is favorable from a 

device perspective but most likely has no effect on long term stability. However, there are major 

differences in the charge capacity exhibited by these cells under the 4V upper limit. Under the 

same carbon mass-normalized current density (100mAgc), the order in recovered charge capacity 

is 20nmTiO2<MWCNT<5nmTiO2< MWCNT@TiO2@Pt. This is generally the same trend 

observed for the long term cycling stability, indicating that the short term reversibility is a strong 

indicator for long term cyclability. This is expected since accumulation of discharge products is a 

known cause of failure in these cathodes.[34]  

Based on these trends, further efforts to optimize this structure included deposition of a 

thinner TiO2 layer (40cycles for ~2nm) and reduced platinum loading (~25 cycles vs. 75 cycles) 

to determine if these thinner shell layers, as shown in Figure 62, can achieve similar 

improvements in stability. These cathodes were fabricated and cycled galvanostatically 

Figure 61: Profile of 1st discharge and charge under the 

accelerated galvanostatic cycling conditions. All cathodes 

discharge to the full capacity but there is a large discrepancy in 

charge capacity under the 4V upper limit as a result of the 

different surface functionalizations. 
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according to the same parameters. 

Accelerated galvanostatic cycling profiles 

for MWCNT@40TiO2@25Pt and 

MWCNT@40TiO2@75Pt are shown in 

Figure 63. In the case of left plot, 0.5:1 

Pt:C loading results in an almost 3x boost in 

total cycles over structures cycled with no 

Pt catalyst (Figure 57). When the platinum 

loading is increased to 4.5:1 Pt:C, as is the case with the second plot in Figure 63, the number of 

cycles roughly doubles (despite 9x the Pt loading), indicating that there are diminished returns in 

loading amounts beyond a surface layer of platinum.   

6.4  Conclusions 

At this point it is clear that the presented configurations of double core-shell structures 

are not completely optimized, but a few observed performance boosting trends are clear, 

Figure 62: TEM image of MWCNT@TiO2@Pt MWCNT double 

core shell structure with reduced ALD cycle counts (25 Pt and 

40TiO2) showing a conformal but thinner shell. 

Figure 63: Galvanostatic cycling of cathodes with reduced Pt and TiO2 loading. 25 ALD cycles of Pt shows a 3x improvement 

over the MWCNT@TiO2 in Figure 57 and 75 cycles shows a significant improvement over the analogous structure with 100TiO2 

(Figure 60). 
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including thinning the TiO2 layer while keeping it conformal to improve reversibility and limited 

but sufficient Pt mass loading for a conformal surface layer. Significant enhancements in 

accelerated galvanostatic cyclability have been linked to protection of the carbon (TiO2) and 

functionalization with a OER/ORR catalyst, resulting in improved reversibility. Previous core 

shell structures of MWCNT@Ru, MWCNT@RuO2, and MWCNT@Pt have been shown to 

greatly enhance performance but at the cost of a significant loading amount (~>3:1 

catalyst:carbon) mass loading. In this regard, with improvements demonstrated for loadings as 

low as 0.5:1, these double core-shell cathode architectures are a promising option for 

significantly reducing the required loading of noble metal catalysts without compromising long 

term cyclability. 

6.5 Future Work 

The next step in studying the reversibility of these cathodes is an investigation of the 

surface chemistry of these cathodes after a single high capacity discharge and then again after 

charging under the same conditions (100mAg-1
c to 3,000mAhg-1

c, voltage limited 2-4V vs. 

Li/Li+). Information regarding the static chemical state on the surface after a deep discharge and 

the surface recovery after a long charge will most likely help elucidate the respective cause of 

failure or mechanism for stable cycling in each structure, as we’ve shown previously (see 

Chapter 4). We are also in the process of running electrochemical tests on  important comparison 

structures including a complete MWCNT@Pt core shell cathode for the accelerated, low 

capacity galvanostatic cycling and for a high capacity discharge and charge to study the voltage 

profile as compared to the structures presented herein. We are also testing a MWCNT@75cycPt 

without the TiO2 stabilization layer to confirm a lack of stability with TiO2 stabilization due to 

exposed carbon surface under the accelerated conditions.  
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In terms of future work over the long term, a variety of ALD materials can be tested  

within the framework of this architecture. One option is a more conductive interlayer to mitigate 

any voltage drop associated with the poor electronic conductivity of the amorphous ALD 

TiO2.
[113] Along these lines, very recently (within the past month: Feb 10th, 2015), another study 

has investigated ALD FeOx coatings on porous amorphous carbon decorated with palladium 

nanoparticles, showing an improvement in cyclability.[114] The ALD FeOx is electronically 

conductive and palladium is a known ORR catalyst.[61] While TiN is an attractive option due to 

its excellent electronic conductivity, its susceptibility to oxidation and resulting loss of 

conductivity makes it inappropriate for this system.[49] Incorporation of other catalyst systems or 

combinations of ALD catalysts (ORR and OER) via atomic doping and optimization of mass 

loading are also attractive options for future studies. In-situ TEM studies of ORR and OER 

behavior with respect to local catalyst proximity would also be extremely interesting.  

6.6 Closing Perspectives 

The nonaqueous Li-O2 battery system is still less than 20 years old, and the challenges in 

developing working platforms for this technology can be traced back to each interface of the 

device. Pure lithium metal anodes are plagued by instability with respect to CO2 and H2O in 

open systems and the anode-electrolyte interface even in the presence of a pure O2 source. 

Electrolyte stability is extremely sensitive at both electrode interfaces, and is highly dependent 

on a variety of factors including cell operating conditions, electrode composition, salt, and 

loading amount. Even research showing major improvements in cathode stability, such as the 

case studies presented herein, still show artifacts of setbacks in other device components 

(Chapter 4). In this regard, there is a great deal of fundamental research that must focus on 

stabilizing the dynamics of this chemistry at each component’s interfaces (anode, solvent, salt, 
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cathode, and cell). This will gradually be accomplished with the types of approaches presented 

herein. Electrochemical testing, spectroscopic surface analysis, fundamental modeling studies 

and atomistic simulations complemented by empirical studies will all pave the way toward more 

stable devices.  

Progress in the field is greatly hindered by the lack of metrics for standardization. 

Because of previously mentioned challenges in each device component and the field’s nascence, 

there is no standard test cell, standard cathode for anode studies, standard anode for cathode 

studies, or electrolyte for electrode studies. Thus, each published system is essentially a unique 

representation of that particular group’s beliefs regarding what may work best. This makes 

comparisons between even highly similar systems difficult. Thus, the field would greatly benefit 

from a collaborative effort to identify platforms for research based on the established literature. 
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Chapter 7: Appendix 

7.1 Experimental Methods 

This section describes the details of material preparation, instruments, and characterization 

methods not discussed in detail in the main text. 

1. Material Preparation 

MWCNT Sponge Synthesis[72]: MWCNT sponges were synthesized by chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) using 1,2-diclobenzene as the carbon source and ferrocene as the catalyst. 

Ferrocene powder was dissolved into 1,2-diclobenzene to make a solution with concentration of 

0.06 g/mL. Then the source solution was injected into a 2-inch quartz tube housed in a CVD 

furnace by a syringe pump at a constant feeding rate of 0.13 mL/min. The carrying gas is a 

mixture of Ar and H2, at a flowing rate of 2000 and 300 mL/min, respectively. Quartz slides 

were used as the growth substrate to deposit nanotubes in the center of furnace at a set reaction 

temperature of 860 °C. Typically we set the growth time to be 4 hours to obtain bulk sponge 

samples with thicknesses of about 8-10 mm. The sponge was then cut into 1/4” diameter discs 

before testing or coating with ALD. 

Ru[77] and RuO2 ALD[78]: A custom built cross-flow reactor with a base pressure of 10 mTorr 

was used to develop the Ru and RuO2 ALD processes. The metalorganic Ru precursor, bis(2,6,6-

trimethyl-cyclohexadienyl)-ruthenium, Ru(C9H13)2 (or “Cyprus”, Air Liquide), was loaded into a 

Strem electropolished stainless-steel bubbler and maintained at 80 °C. Ar (99.99%, Praxair) was 

flowed through the bubbler at 100 sccm. Research grade O2 (99.999%, Praxair) was used as the 

oxidant and was flowed at 400 sccm. Timed Swagelok ALD valves controlled the dose for both 

precursors. One optimized ALD cycle consisted of the following pulse/purge sequence: 10 s 
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Ru(C9H13)2 pulse, 5 s Ar purge, 5 s O2 pulse (for Ru metal) or 30 s O2 pulse for RuO2 , 5 s Ar 

purge.  

MnO ALD: The Ultratech FIJI F200 was outfitted with a bubbler with 

Bis(cyclopentadienyl)manganese(II) (a.k.a. Mn(EtCp)2) held at 85°C. The reactor temperature 

for deposition was held at 170°C. A pulse structure of 0.5s-20s-0.06s-20s (Mn(EtCp)2-wait-H2O-

wait) was used for the growth. Test films were characterized with XRD and XPS and determined 

to be MnO. 

Pt ALD: Platinum ALD processes were performed with the Ultratech FIJI F200 with 

(Trimethyl)methylcyclopentadienylplatinum (IV) and oxygen. The Pt precursor was kept at 80°C 

and the reactor temperature was set to 270°C with pulse structure (2s Pt pulse, 30s exposure, 30s 

purge, O2 exposure of 20sccm for 30s, 30s purge). Exposure processes involve closing the 

downstream butterfly valve and isolating the chamber from the pump to increase the residence 

time of the precursor and the conformality of deposition.  

TiO2 ALD: Atomic layer deposition of TiO2 was performed 

in the University Fablab’s Beneq TFS 500 system with 

TDMAT (Tetrakis(dimethylamido)titanium) and water. The 

process temperature was 160°C with pulse structure (0.5s-

1.5s-0.25s-0.25ms) 

Sputtering: Sputtering of CVD growth catalysts (Ni, Fe) 

was performed with the Fablab’s AJA ATC 1800V Sputtering 

System using a 200W Ar plasma stabilized at low pressure 

(4x10-3 torr). The samples were rotated on a chuck during 

the deposition for conformal growth. 
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Chemical Vapor Deposition: All carbon growth for the VACNT project was performed using 

the Fablab’s Atomate Corporation’s Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition system. Ethylene 

and H2 were used for the majority of growth processes, as outline in Chapter 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Electrolytes and Karl Fischer Coulometer: Electrolytes were 

prepared with anhydrous solvents from Sigma Aldrich (dimethyl 

sulfoxide (anhydrous, >99.9%), 1,2 dimethoxyethane (99.5%), 

diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (anhydrous diglyme, 99.5%), 1,3 

dioxolane (anhydrous DOL, 99.8%)). These solvents were opened and 

stored in the glove box. The water impurity levels in the solvents were 

measured with a Metrohm 899 Coulometer, and were only used with values below 20ppm H2O. 
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Salts (lithium perchlorate (LiClO4), lithium bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide (LITFSI))  were 

also acquired from Sigma-Aldrich and were baked in a vacuum oven for at least 24 hours at 

T>100°C before loading into the glove box.  

4. Characterization Tools 

FTIR: All FTIR measurements were performed with a Thermo Nicolet NEXUS 670 system with 

an Endurace Diamond ATR accessory.  

 

Raman: Raman measurements were taken with a 

Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam ARAMIS system with a 

633nm laser. A 600gr/mm spatial resolution grating was 

used with 10x objective lens. 
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS): All XPS measurements featured in this work were 

taken with the Kratos Axis Ultra DLD in the Rubloff group’s ANSLab. More typical 

measurements included analysis of charged and discharged cathodes to help determine the steady 

state chemistry developed under different cycling conditions. Samples from batteries were 

loaded directly from the integrated system’s MBraun Ar-filled glove box to the XPS with the 

integrated high-vacuum transfer system, so the surface chemistry is generally considered 

unaltered. Characteristic measurements were taken using monochromated Al Kα x-rays as the 

excitation source and with the instrument in hybrid (magnetic immersion) mode using the slot 

aperture. Survey spectra were taken with a step size of 1 eV and pass energy of 160eV. 

Individual high resolution spectra were collected using pass energy 20eV and a 0.1 or 0.05 eV 

step size. Samples which were anticipated to contain insulating products were electronically 

floated (isolated from the instrument ground) and charge compensation was provided entirely 

with the Kratos charge neutralization system in order to eliminate differential charging between 
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the products and the conductive scaffold. Peak fitting was 

performed using CasaXPS, using 50/50 Gaussian/Lorentzian 

lineshapes on a Shirley background.  

Mass Spectroscopy: Mass spectroscopy of cell headspaces was 

tested using an MKS Microvision 2 residual gas analyzer (RGA) 

with differentially pumped atmospheric sampling adaptor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ellipsometer: The J.A. Woollam M-2000D spectroscopic 

ellipsometer was instrumental in characterizing ALD film 

thicknesses for determination of sample growth rates and 

process development.  
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7.2 Hendricks Energy Research Fellowship Proposal   

12th December 2011 
ABSTRACT 

The ultimate goal of this project is to successfully fabricate a 3-dimensional, high-aspect ratio, 

all-solid-state, lithium-𝑂2 battery.  This goal will be achieved upon successful completion and integration 

of three research stages.  Before a complete lithium-𝑂2 battery can be fabricated, component 

processing must be qualified and optimized.  The first stage will focus on optimizing the processing of 

the anode, cathode, and electrolyte, as well as characterizing these device components. Once each of 

these parts has been successfully fabricated and characterized separately, the second research stage will 

concentrate on component integration and battery testing in the form of a planar, thin-film 𝐿𝑖 − 𝑂2 

battery test-structure.  Successful fabrication and testing of this simple device design will warrant 

shifting towards the final stage of this project, fabrication and testing of the 3-dimensional, high-aspect 

ratio, all-solid-state, lithium-air battery design shown in Figure 5. 

BACKGROUND 

Energy storage has rapidly become one of the prime technological challenges of the 21st 

century. The recent proliferation of portable electronics and the search for cleaner alternatives to a 

fossil fuel dominated energy infrastructure have motivated tremendous efforts in a variety of potential 

outlets, but in battery research in particular.  Recent trends in battery applications have included 

miniaturization, increased functionality, and growing power demands. This challenge is further 

convoluted by consumer expectations for increased battery life, compact size, room temperature 

operation, durability and safety. While lithium-ion battery technology has been fairly successful in 

accommodating these trends up to this point, the material systems involved are approaching their 

limits.  It is time for battery science to catch up with its new prospective applications, namely 

hybrid/electric vehicles and storage of renewable energies, by shifting research efforts toward a new 

paradigm with a greater performance potential—the lithium-𝑂2 battery.   

Conventionally, lithium-𝑂2 batteries consist of a 

pure lithium metal anode, an electrolyte that conducts 

lithium ions but is electronically resistive, and a porous 

carbon cathode designed to promote diffusion and 

reduction of oxygen, as shown in Figure 1.  One of the 

unique features of this system (and other metal-air 

chemistries) is that the cathode oxidant, oxygen, is readily 

obtained from the surrounding environment rather than 

being stored in the electrode like most other battery 

technologies.  The benefits of using lithium include its low 

atomic mass and high electropositivity, which lead to a 

greater energy density and higher cell voltage, 

respectively. The specifics of the Li-𝑂2 cell operation and 

the current research challenges facing this technology are available in the literature.1 

Figure 1: Schematic of a Lithium-O2 battery.1 
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As shown in Figure 2, the lithium-𝑂2 battery 

chemistry grants the possibility of an energy density 

that is 5 − 10 times greater than that of current 

lithium-ion batteries, and is theoretically comparable 

to gasoline—a requirement if this technology will 

one day replace hydrocarbons as the energy source 

for automobiles.  Power density is also a very 

important factor to consider—the amount of stored 

energy is insignificant if it cannot be released 

according to the demands of the application. Figure 

3 shows a comparison of practical (experimentally 

achievable) power and energy densities. Despite the 

fact that research of this electrochemical system is in 

its infancy, the lithium-air battery already shows 

promise toward exceeding the current standard, the 

lithium-ion battery.  

 The material systems that have been 

chosen for this project are motivated by 

functionality, the existing equipment available for 

fabrication, and by the ultimate goal to fabricate a 

3D, thin film, all-solid state battery. The solid state 

electrolyte, 𝐿𝑖𝐴𝑙𝑂2, has a high room-temperature 

ionic conductivity  1.3𝐸 − 4 𝑆 𝑐𝑚−1 , low 

electronic conductivity and can be deposited as a 

conformal thin-film with a well-controlled thickness 

using a process called atomic layer deposition2. The 

lithium metal anode is the standard for this battery 

chemistry.  The cathode is the most complex component of this material system.  I have elected to 

explore mesoporous carbon as a possibility because the porous structure is conducive to oxygen 

diffusion to the electrolyte interface, it exhibits good electrical conductivity and dimensional stability 

over charge/discharge cycling, can potentially catalyze the reduction reaction.3 Mesoporous carbon is 

commercially available and can also be deposited using chemical vapor deposition or wet chemical 

processes.  

RESEARCH PLAN 

 The research for this project will take place in three major stages.  The first stage will focus on 

the qualification of the component (cathode, anode, and solid-state electrolyte) fabrication processes 

and subsequent characterization of these material systems to ensure that they are suitable for the 

device. Regarding optimization of the 𝐿𝑖𝐴𝑙𝑂2 process, the Rubloff group is already very familiar with 

atomic layer deposition. We have an existing furnace reactor that will be used to process these films and 

have recently acquired the necessary precursors for another project. Characterization of this film will 

require electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), in order to measure the Li+ ionic conductivity, 

Figure 2: Comparison of theoretical energy densities of current and 
developing energy storage technologies.1 

 

 

Figure 3: Practical power and energy densities of current energy storage 
technologies.1 
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and basic electrical characterization to ensure that the electrolyte will not short the battery. In order to 

safely work with lithium metal as the anode material, we will need to purchase and install a glove box on 

the ALD system as a result of Lithium’s extreme reactivity with ambient moisture.  With a glove box, it 

will be possible to perform electrochemical deposition and thermal evaporation of lithium metal films in 

a safe, clean environment. Finally, the carbon cathode will be deposited using the Atomate chemical 

vapor deposition reactor in the clean room of the Kim Engineering building. This process has already 

been explored by other group members and will only need to be tuned for this application.  

 Once the materials have been successfully 

fabricated and characterized individually, it will be 

appropriate to move on to the second stage of 

research, component integration, by building the test-

structure shown in Figure 4. The purpose of this 

planar, thin-film structure is to begin addressing any 

potential problems with the layer interfaces, film 

thicknesses, and general device performance in the 

simplest way possible.  

The final research stage will be to fabricate the 3-

dimensional, high-aspect ratio, all-solid-state, lithium-air battery 

shown in Figure 5.  Using a commercial anodized aluminum oxide 

membrane as a high aspect ratio template, I will then 

electroplate or evaporate a thin layer of lithium metal. The solid 

state electrolyte, 𝐿𝑖𝐴𝑙𝑂2, will then be fabricated by depositing 

ALD monolayers of lithium oxide and aluminum oxide and then 

annealing at 370°𝐶.2   Finally, using the previously discussed CVD 

process, we can deposit the mesoporous cathode. Pending any 

major issues with fabrication, it will then be appropriate to 

characterize this new battery structure. Metrics of particular interest will be power and energy density 

measurements, cyclability, charge retention, charging efficiency, overpotentials, and cell voltage. 

RESULTS AND FUTURE FUNDING 
 This project incorporates multiple proposed paradigm shifts in battery design that could 

potentially pave the way to future technologies. The all-solid-state, 3D, high aspect ratio, thin-film 

architecture combined with the relatively young nature of the 𝐿𝑖-𝑂2 electrochemical energy conversion 

process promises to provide some interesting results if a prototype can be successfully fabricated. The 

use of ALD for the deposition of a solid-state electrolyte in an all-solid-state, thin film battery is also a 

relatively novel concept, and is sure to draw the attention of the ALD community.  If the research 

presents the interesting results it potentially promises, I would certainly look to the DOE, the NSF, and 

other energy related funding agencies to continue the project. 
 

Sources 

Padbury, R., and X. Zhang. "Lithium-Oxygen Batteries--limiting Factors That Affect Performance." Journal of Power Sources  (2011). 

Kinoshita, K., J. W. Sim, and J. P. Ackerman. "Preparation and Characterization of Lithium Aluminate." Materials Research Bulletin 13.5 (1978): 445-455. 

Winter, M., et al. "Insertion Electrode Materials for Rechargeable Lithium Batteries." Advanced Materials 10.10 (1998): 725-763 

 

Figure 4: Planar Li-O2 test-structure (Research Stage II) 

Figure 5: 3D drawing of the proposed high aspect ratio 
Li-Air Battery. 
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